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Abstract
In this paper we consider the Lq-approximation of multivariate periodic functions f
with Lp-bounded mixed derivative (difference). The (possibly non-linear) reconstruction
algorithm is supposed to recover the function from function values, sampled on a discrete set
of n sampling nodes. The general performance is measured in terms of (non-)linear sampling
widths ̺n. We conduct a systematic analysis of Smolyak type interpolation algorithms in
the framework of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of dominating mixed smoothness based on
specifically tailored discrete Littlewood-Paley type characterizations. As a consequence,
we provide sharp upper bounds for the asymptotic order of the (non-)linear sampling
widths in various situations and close some gaps in the existing literature. For example,
in case 2 ≤ p < q < ∞ and r > 1/p the linear sampling widths ̺linn (SrpW (Td), Lq(Td))
and ̺linn (S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) show the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding Gelfand
n-widths, whereas in case 1 < p < q ≤ 2 and r > 1/p the linear sampling widths match the
corresponding linear widths. In the mentioned cases linear Smolyak interpolation based on
univariate classical trigonometric interpolation turns out to be optimal.
MSC 2010. 42A10, 42A15, 41A46, 41A58, 41A63, 41A17, 41A25, 42B25, 42B35
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1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the problem of optimal sampling recovery in classes of multi-
variate functions. We consider the approximation of d-variate functions f from classes with
Lp-bounded mixed derivative (difference) in Lq. We aim for the exact asymptotic order of the
sampling widths which measure the minimal worst-case error for the (linear) sampling recov-
ery problem with n points. To be more precise, we measure the performance of an optimal
sampling algorithm with the linear sampling widths
̺linn (F , Y ) := inf
Xn
inf
Ψn
sup
‖f |F ‖≤1
∥∥∥f − n∑
i=1
f(xi)ψi(·)
∥∥∥
Y
, n ∈ N , (1.1)
∗Corresponding author. Email: byrenheid.glenn@gmail.com
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where the sampling nodes Xn := {xi}ni=1 ⊂ Td and associated (continuous) functions Ψn :=
{ψi}ni=1 determine a linear sampling recovery algorithm which is fixed in advance for a class
F of multivariate functions on the d-torus Td. Here the error is measured in Y = Lq. Let us
emphasize that in (1.1) we restrict to linear recovery algorithms, whereas we admit general
recovery algorithms ϕ : Cn → Lq in the definition of the (non-linear) sampling widths
̺n(F, Y ) := inf
ϕ,Xn
sup
‖f |F‖≤1
‖f − ϕ(Xn(f))‖Y , (1.2)
which is also denoted as the worst-case error for standard information, see [26, Sect. 4.1]. We
are particularly interested in optimal point sets Xn and corresponding recovery algorithms
which yield the correct asymptotic order of (1.1) and (1.2).
The interest in this topic goes back to 1963 and started with Smolyak [38] who consid-
ered uniform approximation of multivariate functions with mixed smoothness on the basis of
function values. He used an influential construction which is nowadays known as Smolyak’s
algorithm
Tmf :=
∑
j∈Nd0
|j|1≤m
(Lj1 − Lj1−1)⊗ ...⊗ (Ljd − Ljd−1)f , m ∈ N , (1.3)
where the (Lj)j∈N0 represent univariate approximation operators (put L−1 := 0). For more
historical comments see [12, Sect. 5]. When applied to a univariate sampling (interpolation)
scheme (Ij)j this construction yields a powerful sampling (interpolation) algorithm for the
multivariate case taking points from a so-called sparse grid.
1.1 New matching bounds for (non-)linear sampling recovery
In this paper we investigate the optimal sampling recovery problem for the embedding
Id : Srp,θF (T
d)→ Lq(Td) , (1.4)
where 0 < p < q ≤ ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞ and r > 1/p. Without loss of generality we assume
r = r1 = . . . = rµ < rµ+1 ≤ . . . ≤ rd <∞ , µ ≤ d. (1.5)
The main goal of this paper is to present a systematic framework towards new upper bounds
for sampling recovery on Smolyak grids in Sobolev-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces Srp,θF (T
d) with
dominating mixed smoothness. One of the main results in this paper is the sharp rate of
convergence
̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍
((log n)µ−1
n
)r−1/p+1/q
, n ∈ N , (1.6)
whenever 1 < p < q ≤ 2, 1 ≤ θ ≤ ∞ or 2 ≤ p < q <∞, 2 ≤ θ ≤ ∞ and r > 1/p, see Corollary
7.2 below. Our main contribution is the constructive upper bound which holds true whenever
0 < p < q <∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞ and r > 1/p. This is complemented by (see Theorem 6.4)
̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), L∞(Td)) .
( (log n)µ−1
n
)r−1/p
(log n)(µ−1)(1−1/p)+ , n ∈ N . (1.7)
The upper bounds are realized by an explicit family of interpolation operators TLm using
n ≍ 2mmµ−1 function values on a (anisotropic) Smolyak grid, where the parameter L ∈ N
refers to the polynomial decay of the univariate fundamental interpolant (L = 1 Dirichlet
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kernel, L = 2 de la Valle´e Poussin type kernels, L > 2 higher order kernels). It turned out
that, for the sampling recovery problem (1.4) and the upper bounds in (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), (1.9),
the condition L > 1/q is sufficient, which means that Smolyak’s algorithm (1.3) applied to the
classical trigonometric interpolation (based on the Dirichlet kernel (1.12)) does the job. For
θ = p = 2 in (1.7) this has been already observed in [2, Rem. 6.12].
Let us emphasize the important special case (θ = 2), where it holds the identification
Srp,θF (T
d) = SrpW (T
d) with the space of functions with bounded mixed derivative. As a
corollary from (1.6) we obtain the new sharp rate of convergence
̺linn (S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍
((log n)µ−1
n
)r−1/p+1/q
, n ∈ N , (1.8)
in case 1 < p < q ≤ 2 or 2 ≤ p < q < ∞ and r > 1/p which was unknown before. The upper
bound is achieved with sparse grid interpolation based on classical univariate trigonometric
interpolation. In particular, this improves on the bounds stated by Triebel in [44, Thm. 4.15,
Cor. 4.16] in case r = 1. The parameter domain where (1.8) holds is shown in the left diagram,
where the parameters α and β refer to the following rate of convergence
̺n(F, Lq) ≍
((log n)µ−1
n
)α
(log n)(µ−1)β .
The precise statements can be found in Sections 7, 8.
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Figure 1: Linear and non-linear sampling widths.
We mainly contributed to the upper bounds in the left figure. Most of the results illustrated
in the right figure for Ho¨lder-Nikolskij spaces Srp,∞B(Td) of mixed smoothness are well-known.
Note that Open Problem 5.3 in [12] refers to the lower triangle in the right Figure 1. A new
approach of Malykhin and Ryutin [23] settled this question for linear sampling recovery, cf.
Corollary 7.6. We observed that their method also bounds the Gelfand widths from below, cf.
Theorem 8.3 and Corollary 8.4. This yields the optimal order also for the non-linear sampling
widths (1.2), which is illustrated by the shaded lower triangles in Figure 1. The matching
bound in the right upper triangle for Srp,∞B(Td) were obtained by Dinh Du˜ng [5, 6]. The
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necessary benchmark results on linear widths were obtained by Galeev [15, 16], Romanyuk
[29, 30], and the recent paper by Malykhin and Ryutin [23]. Note, that all sharp upper bounds
can be realized by Smolyak type operators (1.3), i.e. via linear interpolation on sparse grids
based on univariate Dirichlet interpolation, (1.11), (1.12). What concerns Besov spaces with
bounded mixed difference Srp,θB(T
d) it is known that
̺linn (S
r
p,θB(T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍
( (log n)µ−1
n
)r−1/p+1/q
(log n)(µ−1)(1/q−1/θ)+ , n ∈ N , (1.9)
if 1 < p < q ≤ 2, 1 ≤ θ <∞ and r > 1/p, see [12, Thm. 4.47, 5.15] and the references therein.
With our method we can show the upper bound in case 0 < p < q ≤ ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞ and
r > 1/p, see Theorem 6.6, with interpolation operators providing L > 1/q. Comparing to (1.6)
there is an extra log-term in (1.9) in case of “large” θ > q. There are still many open cases in
this framework which actually lack the suitable lower bounds.
Let us refer to the works by Temlyakov [41, 42] and the more recent papers Sickel, Ullrich
[35, 36, 46], Dinh Du˜ng [10, 11], [2], as well as [12] and the references therein for upper bounds
in case p ≥ q and the question-marked region. We emphasize that our technique allows to
reproduce all those results, including the upper bound in [41], within a few lines of proof.
In Open Problem 18 in [26, Sect. 4.2.4] the authors conjecture the equivalence ̺linn ≍ ̺n for
all parameters 1 < p, q < ∞ in case of isotropic Sobolev spaces W rp (Ω) on bounded Lipschitz
domains Ω, see also Novak, Triebel [25] and Heinrich [18, Thms. 5.2, 5.3]. In the present paper
we consider mixed smoothness periodic Sobolev embeddings. In our case, the conjecture is
true if 2 ≤ p < q < ∞ for both Sobolev and Ho¨lder-Nikolskij spaces, see the shaded regions
in the diagrams above. In all other cases it is not known. Our results also support the above
conjecture in the mixed smoothness setting. A similar statement as in [26, Rem. 4.18], namely
the equivalence λn ≍ ̺linn if p < q are on the same side of 2 and λn = o(̺linn ) if p < 2 < q is
also true in our case.
1.2 Discrete Littlewood-Paley type characterizations
In Definition 3.3 below we introduce Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of mixed smoothness via
Fourier analytic building blocks δj [f ] generated by a dyadic decomposition of unity. In this
paper we aim for function space characterizations where we replace the building blocks δj [f ]
by the blocks
qj [f ] = (Ij1 − Ij1−1)⊗ ...⊗ (Ijd − Ijd−1)f , j ∈ Nd0 , (1.10)
used in the classical Smolyak algorithm (see (1.3) above). Here the operators (Ij)j are univari-
ate interpolation operators
ILj [f ] =
2j−1∑
u=0
f
(2πu
2j
)
KLπ,j
(
· −2πu
2j
)
. (1.11)
In a way we replace the usual convolution by a discrete one such that the building blocks qLj [f ]
are constructed out of ≍ 2|j|1 function values. The parameter L ∈ N refers to the decay of the
fundamental interpolant KLπ,j, which represents a suitable trigonometric polynomial of degree
2j and will be explicitly constructed in Section 2. In case L = 1 we have the classical univariate
nested trigonometric interpolation, where K1π,j := 2
−jD1j with D10 ≡ 1 and
D1j (x) := D2j−1(x)− ei2
j−1x = e−i(2
j−1−1)x e
i2jx − 1
eix − 1 , x ∈ T , (1.12)
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for j ∈ N. The parameter L = 2 refers to de la Valle´e Poussin type operators and L > 2 to
higher order kernels.
We will prove the following characterization for Sobolev spaces of mixed smoothness if
r > max{1/p, 1/2} and 1 < p <∞
‖f |SrpW (Td)‖ ≍
∥∥∥( ∑
j∈Nd0
22j·r|qLj [f ](·)|2
)1/2∥∥∥
p
, (1.13)
where we may use L ≥ 1, i.e. Dirichlet type characterizations are admitted. This result
provides a powerful tool to deal with Sobolev embeddings SrpW (T
d) in Lq(Td) . Analyzing
Smolyak’s algorithm (1.3) in this context has been a technical issue in the past. With (1.13) and
its counterpart for Triebel-Lizorkin spaces (1.14) it becomes a straight-forward computation.
For Triebel-Lizorkin spaces we obtain the representation (see Theorem 5.1)
‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖ ≍
∥∥∥( ∑
j∈Nd0
2r·jθ|qLj [f ](·)|θ
)1/θ∥∥∥
p
(1.14)
in case 0 < p < ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞, r > max{1/p, 1/θ} and L > max{1/p, 1/θ} (except in the
case θ =∞ where L ≥ 2) . Note, that we encounter the well-known (and infamous) condition
r, L > max{1/p, 1/θ} (see also (1.13) for θ = 2), which is relevant if p > θ. However, this
condition is most likely optimal for the respective sampling characterization. Note, that when
replacing the classical smooth dyadic decomposition of unity (see Def. 3.2) in the definition of
the spaces (see Def. 3.3) by a non-smooth variant like de la Valle´e Poussin means, we would
encounter the same condition on L, which may not be improved as the recent findings in
[4, 33, 34] indicate. In addition, Note, that in case of quasi-Banach spaces, where min{p, θ} < 1,
we need to use sampling kernels (1.11) of higher order L as the condition L > max{1/p, 1/θ}
indicates. Surprisingly, the de la Valle´e Poussin type kernels work well for the characterization
(1.14) if 1/2 < p, θ <∞.
Interestingly, the bounds (1.6) as well as (1.8) are valid for all r > 1/p, in particular for
the case of “small smoothness”, i.e., 1/p < r ≤ 1/θ if p > θ. Note, that in this range the
characterization (1.13) does not help. That is why we develop a complete theory of sampling
representations also for more general Triebel-Lizorkin spaces in this paper, which allows to
analyze the larger space Srp,θ∗F (T
d) instead with θ∗ > p, which works since θ plays no role in
(1.6). Approximation operators realizing the upper bounds in (1.6), (1.8) and (1.9) only depend
on the integrability q in the target space Lq(Td), that is L > 1/q will be sufficient. Hence, we
observe a certain universality property of the Smolyak interpolation operators based on classical
trigonometric interpolation which work well also in the quasi-Banach situation whenever the
integrability in the target space satisfies q > 1, cf. Theorem 6.3 and 6.4.
Finally, let us mention that in [3] we provide similar characterizations for non-periodic
Triebel-Lizorkin spaces using time local building blocks, i.e. the Faber-Schauder system. Re-
cently, Dinh Du˜ng [8] extended this idea to prove B-spline quasi-interpolant characterizations
in Sobolev spaces SrpW (T
d).
Outline. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the construction of
univariate interpolation operators and corresponding kernels necessary for (1.10). In Section 3
we define and discuss several characterizations of Besov-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces. In Section 4
we provide tools for estimating the norms of superpositions of dyadic trigonometric polynomials
in Besov-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces. Section 5 gives a proof for the sampling representations, see
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(1.14), which are used in Section 6 to analyze Smolyak’s algorithm in this context. In the last
section we compare these results with linear and Gelfand n-widths. Finally, in the appendix we
recall some basic facts and known results on maximal inequalities, Fourier transform, Fourier
series, exponential sums and n-widths.
Notation. As usual N denotes the natural numbers, N0 := N∪{0}, Z denotes the integers,
R the real numbers, and C the complex numbers. The letter d is always reserved for the
underlying dimension in Rd,Zd etc. With Td we denote the torus represented by the interval
[−π, π]d, where opposite points are identified. Elements x,y, r ∈ Rd are always typesetted
in bold face. We denote with x · y the usual Euclidean inner product in Rd. For a ∈ R
we denote a+ := max{a, 0}. For 0 < p ≤ ∞ and x ∈ Rd we denote |x|p := (
∑d
i=1 |xi|p)1/p
with the usual modification in the case p = ∞. By x = (x1, . . . , xd) > 0 we mean that each
coordinate is positive. For j ∈ Nd0 we use the notation 2j = (2j1 , . . . , 2jd), 2j = 2j1 · . . . · 2jd .
If X and Y are two (quasi-)normed spaces, the (quasi-)norm of an element x in X will be
denoted by ‖x|X‖. If T : X → Y is a continuous operator we write T ∈ L(X,Y ). The
symbol X →֒ Y indicates that the identity operator from X to Y is continuous. For two
sequences (an)
∞
n=1, (bn)
∞
n=1 ⊂ R we write an . bn if there exists a constant c > 0 such that
an ≤ c bn for all n. We will write an ≍ bn if an . bn and bn . an and use the Landau
symbol (an)n = o((bn)n) :⇐⇒ limn→∞ an/bn = 0. In addition, we use the following notation
[d] := {1, . . . , d}, Zd(e) := {k ∈ Zd : ki = 0 : i /∈ e}, Nd0(e) := {k ∈ Nd0 : ki = 0 : i /∈ e}
where e ⊂ [d], σp := max{0, 1p − 1}, σp,θ := max{0, 1p − 1, 1θ − 1}. For ℓ, j ∈ Zd, s ∈ Rd we
use the notation ℓ > a :⇐⇒ ℓi > a for all i ∈ [d] and ℓ > j :⇐⇒ ℓi > ji for all i ∈ [d].
For Ω ⊂ Rd the set of all bounded and continuous functions f : Ω → C is denoted by C(Ω).
We denote by Lp(Ω), 0 < p ≤ ∞, the space of all measurable functions f : Ω → C where
‖f‖p := (
∫
Ω |f(x)|pdx)1/p is finite (with the usual modification if p =∞). For f ∈ L1(Rd) and
x, ξ ∈ Rd we define the Fourier transform and its inverse by
Ff(ξ) := 1
(2π)
d
2
∫
Rd
f(x)e−iξ·xdx and F−1f(x) := 1
(2π)
d
2
∫
Rd
f(x)eiξ·xdξ. (1.15)
For f ∈ L1(Td) the k-th Fourier coefficient is defined by fˆ(k) := 1/(2π)d
∫
Td f(x)e
−ik·xdx.
The convolution is always defined as f ∗ g(x) := ∫ f(y)g(x − y) dy.
2 Frequency-limited fundamental interpolants
2.1 Univariate fundamental interpolants
In this section we construct univariate sampling operators of type (1.11) based on bandlimited
kernels K : R → C with suitable decay. Here KLπ,j denotes the 2π-periodization of KL(2j(·))
which we will call fundamental interpolant. The following construction allows to arrange any
prescribed polynomial decay (of order L) of the kernel K, which is crucial for our analysis.
In addition the operator ILj is supposed to reproduce trigonometric polynomials of a degree
related to ≍ 2j . The sampling kernels we study are constructed from a finite product of dilated
sinc functions. As a starting point we define for L ∈ N,
KL(x) :=
L∏
ℓ=1
sinc (2−ℓx), x ∈ R,
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with
sinc (x) :=
{
sin(x)
x : x 6= 0,
1 : otherwise.
The next step is a 2π-periodization of dyadic dilations of KL(x) given by
KLπ,j(x) :=
∞∑
k=−∞
KL(2j(x+ 2πk)). (2.1)
In case L = 1 the summation in (2.1) does not make sense. Instead we use a direct definition
K1π,j(x) := 2
−jD1j (x) := 2−j
2j−1−1∑
k=−2j−1
eikx.
This kernel represents an exception and requires some extra attention in the whole paper. It
is a convenient modification of the classical Dirichlet kernel that provides a nested set of zeros
as j increases, cf. [12, (2.6)]. For j ∈ N0 we define the interpolation operator
ILj [f ](x) :=
2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
f
(2πu
2j
)
KLπ,j
(
x− 2πu
2j
)
,
where in case j = 0 we put IL0 [f ](x) := f(0)K
L
π,0(x). The kernel defined in (2.1) consists of a
sum with infinitely many summands. For practical reasons such a definition is not useful. For
every fixed L ∈ N we can compute an explicit representation of the kernel. Beginning from
the definition we obtain the following identity
KLπ,j(x) =
∞∑
k=−∞
L∏
ℓ=1
sin(2j−ℓ(x+ 2πk))
2j−ℓ(x+ 2πk)
.
Obviously, in case x mod π = 0 we obtain
KLπ,j(0) = K
L(0) = 1.
In case 0 < |x| < π an elementary calculation shows
KLπ,j(x) =
∞∑
k=−∞
L∏
ℓ=1
sin(2j−ℓx) cos(2ℓ+j+1πk) + sin(2ℓ+j+1πk) cos(2j−ℓx)
2j−ℓ(x+ 2πk)
=
∞∑
k=−∞
L∏
ℓ=1
sin(2j−ℓx)
2j−ℓ(x+ 2πk)
=
sin(2j−1x) . . . sin(2j−Lx)
2jL2−
(L+1)L
2
∞∑
k=−∞
1
(x+ 2πk)L
.
Using the so-called Herglotz-trick (cf. [1]) we find
1
2
cot
(x
2
)
=
∞∑
k=−∞
1
x+ 2πk
. (2.2)
Taking L− 1 derivatives yields[1
2
cot
( ·
2
)](L−1)
(x) = (−1)L−1(L− 1)!
∞∑
k=−∞
1
(x+ 2πk)L
.
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Computing
[
1
2 cot
(
·
2
)](L−1)
and inserting this identity in (2.2) gives us a closed representation
of the kernel KLπ,j(x). For L = 2 and L = 3 we obtain the explicit representations
K2π,j(x) =
{
2 sin(2j−1x) sin(2j−2x)
22j sin2(x
2
)
: x mod 2π 6= 0,
1 : otherwise,
(2.3)
and
K3π,j(x) =
8
sin(2j−1x) sin(2j−2x) sin(2j−3x) cos(x
2
)
23j sin3(x
2
)
: x mod 2π 6= 0,
1 : otherwise.
Remark 2.1. KL, L > 1, consists of products of dilated sinc functions. The convolution
property of the Fourier transform yields
KL(x) =
L∏
ℓ=1
sinc (2−ℓx) =
√
2πF
[
χ[−2−1,2−1] ∗ . . . ∗ 2L−1χ[−2−L,2−L](·)
]
(x) (2.4)
Altogether FKL is a locally supported L−2 times continuously differentiable function fulfilling
FKL(ξ) =
{√
2π : |ξ| ≤ 1
2L
,
0 : |ξ| ≥ 1− 1
2L
.
ξ
FKL√
2π
− 1
2L
1
2L
−1 + 1
2L
1− 1
2L
Lemma 2.2. Let L ≥ 1, j ∈ N0 and f ∈ C(T).
(i) Then for ℓ ∈ Z
ÎLj [f ](ℓ) =
1√
2π
FKL
( ℓ
2j
) 2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
f
(2πu
2j
)
e
−i 2πu
2j
ℓ
(2.5)
holds true.
(ii) If additionally
∑
ℓ∈Z |f̂(ℓ)| <∞ is fulfilled. Then
ÎLj [f ](ℓ) =
1√
2π
FKL
( ℓ
2j
)∑
k∈Z
f̂(ℓ+ 2jk)
holds.
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Proof . We compute the ℓ-th Fourier coefficient of f and obtain by the translation property
the following identity
ÎLj f(ℓ) =
2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
f
(2πu
2j
) ̂
KLπ,j
(
· −2πu
2j
)
(ℓ) = K̂Lπ,j(ℓ)
2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
f
(2πu
2j
)
e
−i 2πu
2j
ℓ
.
Lemma A.2 together with the dilation property of the Fourier transform yields
ÎLj f(ℓ) =
1√
2π2j
FKL
( ℓ
2j
) 2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
f
(2πu
2j
)
e
−i 2πu
2j
ℓ
.
If the Fourier coefficients are absolutely summable we get
ÎLj f(ℓ) =
1√
2π2j
FKL
( ℓ
2j
) 2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
(∑
k∈Z
f̂(k)eik
2πu
2j
)
e−i
2πu
2j
ℓ.
Interchanging the order of summation yields
ÎLj f(ℓ) =
1√
2π2j
FKL
( ℓ
2j
)∑
k∈Z
f̂(k)
2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
e
i 2πu
2j
(k−ℓ)
.
The formula for geometric partial sums tells us
2j−1−1∑
u=−2j−1
e
i 2πu
2j
(k−ℓ)
=
{
2j : k − ℓ mod 2j = 0
0 : otherwise.
Finally, we obtain
ÎLj f(ℓ) =
1√
2π
FKL
( ℓ
2j
)∑
k∈Z
f̂(ℓ+ 2jk).

Definition 2.3. We define for j, L ∈ N0 the dyadic blocks
PLj :=
{
k ∈ Z : |k| ≤ 1
2L
2j
}
. (2.6)
Additionally, we denote the set of trigonometric polynomials with frequencies in PLj by
T Lj := span{eikx : k ∈ PLj }.
Corollary 2.4. Let L ∈ N and f ∈ C(T).
(i) Then it holds ILj [f ] ∈ T 0j .
(ii) If additionally f ∈ T Lj then ILj [f ] = f .
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Proof . Assertion (i) is an easy consequence of (2.5) together with the support properties of
KL. For assertion (ii) we may use
ÎLj [f ](ℓ) =
1√
2π
FKL
( ℓ
2j
)∑
k∈Z
f̂(ℓ+ 2jk)
which equals f̂(ℓ) for all ℓ if f ∈ T Lj . 
The next lemma provides the reason for calling KLπ,j a fundamental interpolant for the
equidistant grid G1j := {−2π2
j−1
2j
, . . . , 2π(2
j−1−1)
2j
}.
Lemma 2.5. Let f ∈ C(T) and L ≥ 1. Then
f
(2πu
2j
)
= ILj f
(2πu
2j
)
, u ∈ {−2j−1, . . . , 2j−1 − 1} .
Proof . Obviously, it is sufficient to proof
KLπ,j
(2πu
2j
)
= δ0,u.
In case L = 1 this is a trivial consequence of (1.12). In case L > 1 this we have according to
our definition for u ∈ {−2j−1, . . . , 2j−1 − 1}
KLπ,j
(2πu
2j
)
=
∞∑
k=−∞
KL(2π(u+ 2jk)) = δ0,u .

Lemma 2.6. Let j ∈ N0 and L > 1. Then there are constants C,C∗ > 0 (independent of x
and j) such that
|KLπ,j(x)| ≤ Cmin
{ 1
|2jx|L , 1
}
≤ C∗ 1
(1 + 2j |x|)L
holds for all x ∈ [−π, π].
Proof . The second inequality of the chain is trivial. We prove the first one. Starting for
x ∈ [−π, π] the estimate with
|KLπ,j(x)| =
∣∣∣ ∞∑
k=−∞
KL(2j(x+ 2πk))
∣∣∣ ≤ |KL(2jx)|+ ∑
|k|>0
|KL(2j(x+ 2πk))|
.
L∏
ℓ=1
|sinc (2j−ℓx)|+
∑
|k|>0
1
2jL|x+ 2πk|L . (2.7)
Clearly, the first summand is uniformly bounded. Estimating the second summand in (2.7) we
use the fact that |x| ≤ π implies |2πk + x| ≥ |πk| for every integer k ∈ Z and obtain∑
|k|>0
1
2jL|x+ 2πk|L ≤
1
2jLπL
∑
|k|>0
1
|k|L ,
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which is known to be finite for L ≥ 2. Using |x| ≤ π yields∑
|k|>0
1
2jL|x+ 2πk|L .
1
2jL|x|L .
Considering again the first summand in (2.7) gives
L∏
ℓ=1
|sinc (2j−ℓx)| ≤ 1
2(L+1)
L
2
1
2jL|x|L ,
which concludes the proof. 
2.2 Multivariate interpolation
Based on the univariate interpolation scheme from the previous subsection we are now able to
define the building blocks used for the Smolyak algorithm, cf. (1.3),
qLj [f ](x) :=
( d⊗
i=1
ηLji
)
[f ](x) with ηLji :=
{
ILji − ILji−1 : ji > 0,
IL0 : ji = 0.
(2.8)
We may write qLj [f ] as follows
qLj [f ] =
∑
b∈{−1,0}d
εbI
L
j+b[f ] (2.9)
with suitable signs εb. The definition of the operators I
L
j+b[f ](x) requires some more notation.
xju =
(
xj1u1 , . . . , x
jd
ud
)
, u ∈ Zd ,
where xju = 2πu/2j for u ∈ Z . For x ∈ Rd let further
Aj(x) := Aj1(x1)× ...×Ajd(xd) (2.10)
with Aj(x) = {u ∈ Z : xju ∈ [x− π, x+ π)} and put Aj := Aj(0). We further let
KLπd,j :=
d∏
i=1
KLπ,ji(xi)
and define the tensorized interpolation operator by
ILj [f ] =
∑
u∈Aj
f(xju)K
L
πd,j(x− xju) .
Lemma 2.7. Let ∆ ⊂ Nd0 be a solid finite set meaning that j ∈ ∆ and k ≤ j implies k ∈ ∆.
Then
∑
j∈∆ q
L
j [f ] reproduces trigonometric polynomials with frequencies in
HL∆ :=
⋃
j∈∆
PLj ,
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Proof . We refer to [2, Lem. 6.1]. 
Lemma 2.8. Let ∆ ⊂ Nd0 be a solid finite set (i.e. k ≤ j and j ∈ ∆ implies k ∈ ∆). Then
TL∆f :=
∑
j∈∆ q
L
j [f ] interpolates f on the grid
Gd∆ :=
⋃
j∈∆
{xju : u ∈ Aj } , (2.11)
that means
f(x) = TL∆f(x)
for all x ∈ Gd∆.
Proof . The interpolation property of the univariate operator ILj in Lemma 2.5 immediately
gives an interpolation property of the multivariate sampling operator IL(m1,...,md) on a “full grid”
Gd{j≤m}. Choosing m such that ∆ ⊂ {j ≤m} and arguing similar as in Lemma [37, Lem. 4.3]
gives the result. 
Definition 2.9. For j ∈ Nd0 and L ∈ N we tensorize the dyadic blocks defined in (2.6) by
PLj := PLj1 · . . . · PLjd ,
and define the set of trigonometric polynomials with frequencies in PLj by
T Lj := span {eik·x : k ∈ PLj }.
Proposition 2.10. Let L ∈ N and f ∈ T Lℓ then qLj [f ] 6= 0 implies ℓ ≥ j.
Proof . The proof follows immediately from the definition of qLj [f ] in (2.8) and the univariate
reproduction property in Corollary 2.4. 
3 Besov-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces of mixed smoothness
In this section we give the classical Fourier analytical definition of periodic Triebel-Lizorkin
spaces Srp,θF (T
d) and Besov spaces Srp,θB(T
d) with dominating mixed smoothness. We start
introducing vector-valued Lebesgue spaces.
Definition 3.1. We define for 0 < p, θ ≤ ∞ the spaces Lp(ℓθ(Nd0)) and ℓθ(Lp(Td)) as the
space of all sequences of functions (fj)j∈Nd0 ⊂ Lp(T
d) with finite (quasi)-norm
‖fj |Lp(Td, ℓθ(Nd0))‖ :=

∥∥∥(∑j∈Nd0 |fj|θ) 1θ ∥∥∥p : 0 < θ <∞,∥∥∥ supj∈Nd0 |fj |∥∥∥p : θ =∞,
and
‖fj |ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖ :=

(∑
j∈Nd0 ‖fj‖
θ
p
) 1
θ
: 0 < θ <∞,
supj∈Nd0 ‖fj‖p : θ =∞,
respectively.
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For 0 < p, θ ≤ ∞ the (quasi-)norms ‖·|Lp(Td, ℓθ(Nd0))‖ and ‖·|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖ fulfill a µ-triangle
inequality with µ = min{p, θ, 1}.
Definition 3.2. A system ϕ = (ϕj)
∞
j=0 ⊂ C∞0 (R) belongs to the class Φ(R) if and only if
(i) It exists A > 0 such that suppϕ0 ⊂ [−A,A].
(ii) There are constants 0 < B < C, such that suppϕj ⊂ {ξ ∈ R : B2j ≤ |ξ| ≤ C2j}.
(iii) For all r ∈ N0 holds
sup
ξ∈R,j∈N0
2jr|Drϕj(ξ)| ≤ cr <∞ and
(iv)
∞∑
j=0
ϕj(ξ) = 1.
Because of (iv) in Definition 3.2 we obtain the following decomposition of f ∈ D′(Td). Here,
D′(Td) denotes the space of distributions on Td. For more details on periodic distributions we
refer to [32, Section 3.2]. Let
δj [f ](x) :=
∑
k∈Zd
ϕj1(k1) · . . . · ϕjd(kd)fˆ(k)eik·x (3.1)
be a trigonometric polynomial. Then it holds
f =
∑
j∈Nd0
δj [f ] (3.2)
with convergence in D′(Td). We introduce the function spaces Srp,θF (T
d) and Srp,θB(T
d) using
these Fourier-analytic building blocks.
Definition 3.3. Let ϕ = {ϕj(x)}∞j=0 ∈ Φ(R), and r ∈ Rd. Let further
(i) 0 < p <∞ and 0 < θ ≤ ∞. Then
Srp,θF (T
d) :=
{
f ∈ D′(Td) : ‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖ <∞
}
,
where ‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖ := ‖2r·jδj [f ]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖.
(ii) 0 < p, θ ≤ ∞. Then
Srp,θB(T
d) :=
{
f ∈ D′(Td) : ‖f |Srp,qB(Td)‖ <∞
}
,
where ‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖ := ‖2r·jδj [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Nd0)).
Remark 3.4. (i) Different resolutions of unity ϕ,ψ ∈ Φ(R) used in (3.1) generate equiva-
lent norms in Srp,θF (T
d) and Srp,θB(T
d), respectively.
(ii) When replacing the smooth dyadic decomposition of unity by a less regular window func-
tion (like de la Valle´e Poussin means) we encounter the same condition on the decay L
of the convolution kernel as we observe for the sampling representations below. It is open
whether this is optimal. However, taking [4, 33, 34] into account we strongly conjecture
the optimality.
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(iii) It was proved in [45, Thms. 3.8.1, 3.8.2] that B-spaces defined via modulus of continuity
(bounded mixed difference, see for instance [5, 6, 42]) and the Fourier-analytical approach
in the present paper coincide in case p ≥ 1 and r > 0. For p < 1 one does not even know
the equivalence if r > σp. In Theorem [45, Thm. 3.8.3] we need r > 1/p, see also [32,
Thm. 2.3.4/2, Rem. 2.3.4/2]. In case 0 < r ≤ σp both approaches may yield different
spaces.
In case d = 1 the concepts of dominating mixed smoothness and isotropic smoothness
coincide. We use the notation
F rp,θ(T) := S
r
p,θF (T) and B
r
p,θ(T) := S
r
p,θB(T).
In case θ = 2 with 1 < p < ∞ the space Srp,θF (Td) coincides with the Sobolev space of
dominating mixed smoothness SrpW (T
d) including Lp(Td) if r = 0. SrpW (T
d) is classically
normed by
‖f |SrpW (Td)‖′ :=
∥∥∥ ∑
k∈Zd
f̂(k)
d∏
i=1
(1 + |ki|2)
ri
2 eik·x
∥∥∥
p
.
We state the following embedding results without proof. For a reference see [32, 47] and [17].
For a complete history of the non-trivial embedding in Lemma 3.6 we refer to [12, Remark
3.8].
Lemma 3.5. (i) Let 0 < p ≤ ∞ (F -case: p <∞), 0 < θ ≤ ∞, r > σp. Then
Srp,θF (T
d) →֒ Lmax{p,1}(Td) and Srp,θB(Td) →֒ Lmax{p,1}(Td) ,
which means Srp,θF (T
d) and Srp,θB(T
d) consist of regular distributions that allow an in-
terpretation as functions.
(ii) Let 0 < p ≤ ∞ (F -case: p <∞), 0 < θ ≤ ∞, r > 1p . Then
Srp,θF (T
d) →֒ C(Td) and Srp,θB(Td) →֒ C(Td) ,
which means that we find in every equivalence class of Srp,θF (T
d) and Srp,θB(T
d) a unique
continuous representative making discrete point evaluations possible.
(iii) Let 0 < q < p ≤ ∞ (F-case: p <∞), 0 < θ ≤ ∞ and r ∈ Rd. Then
Srp,θF (T
d) →֒ Srq,θF (Td) and Srp,θB(Td) →֒ Srq,θB(Td).
(iv) Let 0 < p ≤ ∞ (F-case: p <∞), 0 < θ1 < θ2 ≤ ∞ and r ∈ Rd. Then
Srp,θ1F (T
d) →֒ Srp,θ2F (Td) and Srp,θ1B(Td) →֒ Srp,θ2B(Td).
(v) Let 0 < p <∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞ and r ∈ Rd. Then
Srp,min{p,θ}B(T
d) →֒ Srp,θF (Td) →֒ Srp,max{p,θ}B(Td).
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(vi) Let 0 < p ≤ ∞ (F : p <∞), 0 < θ, ν ≤ ∞ and r1, r2 ∈ Rd with r1 > r2 Then
Sr1p,θF (T
d) →֒ Sr2p,νF (Td) and Sr1p,θB(Td) →֒ Sr2p,νB(Td).
(vii) Let 0 < p < q <∞, 0 < θ, ν ≤ ∞ and r1, r2 ∈ Rd with r1 > r2 fulfilling
r1 − 1
p
= r2 − 1
q
.
Then
Sr1p,θF (T
d) →֒ Sr2q,νF (Td) and Sr1p,θB(Td) →֒ Sr2q,θB(Td).
Observe that, in contrast to the diagonal Besov embedding in Lemma 3.5, (vi), the fine
index θ and ν play no role for the F -case.
Lemma 3.6 (Jawerth-Franke embedding). Let 0 < p < q ≤ ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞, r1, r2 ∈ Rd such
that
r1 − 1
p
= r2 − 1
q
is fulfilled.
(i) Then
Sr1p,θF (T
d) →֒ Sr2q,pB(Td).
(ii) If additionally q <∞ then
Sr1p,qB(T
d) →֒ Sr2q,θF (Td).
Definition 3.7. For a univariate function f : T → C we introduce the following difference
operator. Let h ∈ R and m ∈ N. Then for x ∈ Td
∆mh f(x) :=
m∑
k=0
(−1)m−k
(
m
k
)
f(x+ kh). (3.3)
Definition 3.8. For a multivariate function f : Td → C and m ∈ N, h ∈ R, i ∈ [d] we denote
with ∆m,ih f(x) the operator from (3.3) applied to the i-th direction. This allows us to define
for e ⊂ [d], m ∈ Nd and h ∈ Rd the operator
∆m,eh f(x) :=
{(∏
i∈e∆
mi,i
hi
)
f(x), : |e| > 0,
f(x) : otherwise.
Theorem 3.9. Let 0 < p < ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞, r ∈ Rd and m ∈ Nd such that σp,θ < r < m is
fulfilled. Then
‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖ ≍
∑
e⊂[d]
‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖e,m
holds with
‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖e,m :=
∥∥∥∥∥[ ∑
j∈Nd0(e)
2θr·j
((∏
i∈e
2ji
)∫
|hi|≤2−ji
i∈[d]
|∆m,eh f(·)|dh
)θ] 1
θ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
and the usual modification in case θ =∞.
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Proof . We refer to [20, Theorem 3.7]. There the case for constant smoothness vector r =
(r, . . . , r) has been considered. The necessary modifications are straight forward. 
Theorem 3.10. Let 0 < p, θ ≤ ∞, r ∈ Rd and m ∈ Nd such that σp < r < m is fulfilled.
Then
‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖ ≍
∑
e⊂[d]
‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖e,m
holds with
‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖e,m :=
[ ∑
j∈Nd0(e)
2θr·j
∥∥∥(∏
i∈e
2ji
)∫
|hi|≤2−ji
i∈[d]
|∆m,eh f(·)|dh
∥∥∥θ
p
] 1
θ
and the usual modification in case θ =∞.
Proof . We refer to [45, Theorem 3.7.1 and Remark 3.7.1]. There the outer sum is an integral.
By discretizing this into dyadic parts one obtains the form stated above. 
4 Sums of trigonometric polynomials
In this section we want to estimate the norm of a superposition of trigonometric polynomials
f =
∑
j∈Nd0
fj
where fj are trigonometric polynomials of degree ≍ 2j . In contrast to the usual Littlewood-
Paley building blocks δj [f ] which are ‘almost‘ orthogonal, we only need to restrict the degree
of the polynomial in the sequel.
As a main tool we introduce the following componentwise variant of the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal operator, see [47, (1.14),(1.15)], [45, (10)] and the references therein.
Definition 4.1. Let i ∈ [d] and f ∈ Lloc1 (Td) then we define the Hardy-Littlewood maximal
operator in the i-th direction as
Mif(x) := sup
t>0
1
2t
∫ t
−t
|f(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi + y, xi+1, . . . , xd)|dy. (4.1)
There is a corresponding variant of the Fefferman-Stein theorem, see [45, Thm. 4.1.2] and
the references therein.
Theorem 4.2. Let 1 < p, q <∞ and (fk)k ⊂ Lp(Td, ℓθ) and i ∈ [d]. Then we have
‖Mifk|Lp(Td, ℓθ)‖ . ‖fk|Lp(Td, ℓθ)‖.
Definition 4.3 (Mixed Peetre maximal function). Let a > 0 and b > 0 then we define for
f ∈ C(Td)
Pb,af(x) := sup
y∈Rd
|f(x+ y)|
(1 + b1|y1|)a . . . (1 + bd|yd|)a
.
The mixed Peetre maximal function can be pointwise estimated by an iteration of (4.1),
see [45, Lem. 3.1.1], which results in the following maximal inequalities for the mixed Peetre
maximal function.
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Theorem 4.4. Let 0 < p ≤ ∞ and f be a trigonometric polynomial with
f =
∑
|ki|≤bi
i=1,...,d
fˆ(k)eik·x
and a > 1p . Then there is a constant C > 0 (independent of f and b) such that
‖Pb,af‖p ≤ C‖f‖p
holds.
Proof . We refer to [45, Thm. 4.1.3]. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 0 < p < ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞ and (fj)j∈Nd0 be a sequence of trigonometric
polynomials with
fj =
∑
|ki|≤bji
i=1,...,d
fˆ(k)eik·x
and a > max{1p , 1θ}. Then there is a constant C > 0 (independent of f and bj) such that
‖Pbj ,afj |Lp(ℓθ)‖ ≤ C‖fj|Lp(ℓθ)‖
holds.
Proof . We refer to [45, Thm. 4.1.3]. 
Let us now state the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 4.6. Let 0 < p < ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞, r ∈ Rd with r > σp,θ and (fj)j∈Nd0 such that
fj ∈ T 0j and
∥∥2r·jfj∣∣Lp(ℓθ)∥∥ <∞. Then
(i)
∑
j∈Nd0 fj converges unconditionally in S
r
p,θF (T
d) if θ < ∞ and in every S r˜p,νF (Td) with
0 < ν ≤ ∞ and r˜ < r.
(ii) There is a constant C > 0 (independent of f) such that∥∥∥ ∑
j∈Nd0
fj
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥ ≤ C∥∥2r·jfj∣∣Lp(ℓθ)∥∥
holds.
Proof . Step 1. We assume the unconditional convergence of
∑
ℓ∈Nd0 fℓ in S
r
p,θF (T
d) (or in case
θ =∞ at least in S r˜p,νF (Td)) and prove the inequality∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈Nd0
fℓ
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥ . ∥∥2r·jfj∣∣Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))∥∥.
We mimic Step 1 of the proof of [45, Theorem 3.4.1]. This is rather technical in the multivariate
situation. For that reason we give a proof for the univariate situation first. Later we explain
the necessary modifications for the multivariate situation. We prove
‖f |F rp,θ(T)‖ .
∥∥2rjfj∣∣Lp(ℓθ(N0))∥∥
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by using methods from difference characterization of Triebel-Lizorkin spaces. We start by
switching to the difference norm in F rp,θ(T) with m > r∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∣∣∣F rp,θ(T)∥∥∥ ≍ ∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∥∥∥
p
+
∥∥∥[ ∞∑
j=0
2θjr
(
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
∣∣∣∆mh [ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
]∣∣∣dh)θ] 1θ ∥∥∥
p
. (4.2)
First we estimate the Lp-norm of f and obtain trivially using either Ho¨lder’s inequality (in
case θ ≥ 1) or the embedding ℓθ →֒ ℓ1 (in case 0 < θ < 1) the estimate∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∥∥∥
p
.
∥∥∥( ∑
j∈N0
2θrj|fj |θ
) 1
θ
∥∥∥
p
.
Let a > 0 be a positive real number such that a > max{1p , 1θ} is fulfilled. Additionally choose
in case min{p, θ} ≤ 1
0 < λ < min{p, θ} (4.3)
such that
r > (1− λ)a > σp,θ. (4.4)
This is possible since
(1− λ)a > (1− λ)max
{1
p
,
1
θ
}
≥ (1−min{p, θ, 1})max
{1
p
,
1
θ
}
= σp,θ.
In case min{p, θ} > 1 we simply choose λ = 1. Fix j ∈ N0 and use the identity∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ =
∑
ℓ∈Z
fj+ℓ
with fj+ℓ = 0 for j + ℓ < 0. The unconditional convergence of
∑
ℓ∈Z fj+ℓ in S
r
p,θF (T
d) implies
(by Lemma 3.5) an unconditional convergence also in L1(Td). Therefore we can estimate the
integral means as follows
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
∣∣∣∆mh [ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fj+ℓ
]∣∣∣dh ≤∑
ℓ∈Z
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh. (4.5)
We split the sum over ℓ∑
ℓ∈Z
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh =
∑
ℓ≥0
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh+
∑
ℓ<0
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh (4.6)
and prove
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh .
{
2ℓmP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ : ℓ ≥ 0,
2(1−λ)ℓa[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ]1−λM |fj+ℓ|λ : ℓ < 0.
(4.7)
First we prove the case ℓ > 0. Applying Lemma A.6 immediately gives
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh . 2ℓmP2j+ℓ,a(x).
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In case ℓ < 0 with λ < 1 we estimate as follows
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh . 2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|λ|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|1−λdh.
Applying Lemma A.6 to the second factor yields
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|dh . 2ℓ(1−λ)a[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)]1−λ2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
|∆mh fj+ℓ(x)|λdh
. 2ℓ(1−λ)a[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)]
1−λM |fj+ℓ|λ(x).
Attention in case min{p, θ} > 1 with λ = 1 the estimate in case ℓ < 0 simplifies to the Hardy-
Littlewood maximal function of |fj+ℓ|. Inserting the decomposition in (4.6) together with the
estimates obtained in (4.7) into the last term on the right hand side of (4.2) then we obtain
by µ-triangle inequality in Lp(ℓθ(N)) with µ := min{p, θ, 1}∥∥∥[ ∞∑
j=0
2θjr
(
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
∣∣∣∆mh [ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fj+ℓ
]∣∣∣dh)θ] 1θ ∥∥∥
p
.
[∑
ℓ≥0
2µℓ(m−r)‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖µ +
∑
ℓ<0
2µℓ[a(1−λ)−r]‖2(j+ℓ)r[P2j+ℓ,af2j+ℓ(x)]1−λ(x)
×M |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖µ
] 1
µ
.
(4.8)
To estimate the first summand we apply Theorem 4.5, which gives
‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ . ‖2(j+ℓ)rfj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖.
An index shift yields
‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ . ‖2jrfj(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖. (4.9)
In case min{p, θ} ≤ 1 with λ < 1 we apply to the norm expression in (4.8) Ho¨lder’s inequality
with 11−λ ,
1
λ twice and obtain
‖2(j+ℓ)r[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)]1−λM |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ ≤ ‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖1−λ
×‖2(j+ℓ)r(M |fj+ℓ|λ(x))
1
λ |Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖λ.
(4.10)
We skip this in case λ = 1. Considering the factors in (4.10) separately we obtain by applying
Theorem 4.5
‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ . ‖2(j+ℓ)rfj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖. (4.11)
For the second factor we rewrite the Lp(ℓθ(N0))-norm as a L p
λ
(ℓ θ
λ
(N0))-norm. This allows for
applying Theorem A.5.
‖2(j+ℓ)r(M |fj+ℓ|λ(x))
1
λ |Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ = ‖2(j+ℓ)rλM |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|L p
λ
(ℓ θ
λ
(N0))‖
1
λ
. ‖2(j+ℓ)rλ|fj+ℓ(x)|λ|L p
λ
(ℓ θ
λ
(N0))‖
1
λ
= ‖2(j+ℓ)rfj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖. (4.12)
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Inserting the estimates from (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.10) implies
‖2(j+ℓ)r[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)]1−λM |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ ≤ ‖2(j+ℓ)rfj+ℓ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖.
A similar index shift as above yields
‖2(j+ℓ)r[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)]1−λM |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ ≤ ‖2jrfj(x)|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖. (4.13)
We continue estimating (4.8) and insert (4.9) and (4.13) to obtain∥∥∥[ ∞∑
j=0
2θjr
(
2j
∫ 2−j
−2−j
∣∣∣∆mh [ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fj+ℓ
]∣∣∣dh)θ] 1θ ∥∥∥
p
. ‖2jrfj|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖
[∑
ℓ≥0
2µℓ(m−r)+
∑
ℓ<0
2µℓ[a(1−λ)−r]
] 1
µ
.
(4.14)
Finally, the choice of the parameters m,a, λ in (4.4) yields that the series in (4.14) converge
to a constant. Altogether we obtain the desired bound∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∣∣∣F rp,θ(T)∥∥∥ . ‖2jrfj|Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖. (4.15)
Step 2. We explain the modifications in the multivariate situation. This time we start com-
puting the norm of
∑
ℓ∈Nd0 fℓ ∈ S
r
p,θF (T
d) in terms of differences, cf. Theorem 3.9,∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈Nd0
fℓ
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥ ≍ ∑
e⊂[d]
‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖e,m.
For each e ⊂ [d] we have to show that∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈Nd0
fℓ
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥
e,m
. ‖2rjfj|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖
holds. A full proof consists in applying the arguments from above to every single direction
contained in e. Here the directionwise Hardy-Littlewood maximal function and corresponding
maximal inequality come into play, see Definition 4.1 and Thms. 4.2, 4.5. Since this requires an
extensive case study in e and ℓ we refer to the proof given in detail in [45, Thm. 3.4.1, Step 1]
where we have to replace the decomposition of f used there by the representation
∑
ℓ∈Zd fj+ℓ.
Step 3. We prove (i) in case θ < ∞. To begin with, we define the set of sequences with finite
index sets given by
E :=
{
E = (En)n∈N : En ⊂ Nd0, |En| = n, En ⊂ En+1 for all n ∈ N, and
∞⋃
n=1
En = Nd0
}
.
Every sequence in E defines an order of summation. Furthermore for E ∈ E we define FEn :=∑
j∈En fj. We take a second sequence A ∈ E and consider FEn − FAm . This difference can be
written as a sum with finitely many fj. This fulfills the assumptions necessary in Step 1 and
yields
‖FEn − FAm |Srp,θF (Td)‖ .
∥∥∥( ∑
j∈(En∪Am)\(En∩Am)
2r·jθ|fj |θ
) 1
θ
∥∥∥
p
.
Obviously, ( ∑
j∈(En∪Am)\(En∩Am)
2r·jθ|fj |θ
) 1
θ ≤
( ∑
j∈Nd0
2r·jθ|fj |θ
) 1
θ ∈ Lp(Td)
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holds almost everywhere. Therefore Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem yields that we
find for every ε > 0 a n0 ∈ N such that
‖FEn − FAm |Srp,θF (Td)‖ ≤ ε
holds for all m,n > n0. Finally this implies unconditional convergence in S
r
p,θF (T
d). In case
θ =∞ we stress on the embeddings
Ssp,1F (T
d) →֒ Sr˜p,νF (Td)
and
‖2s·jfj|Lp(ℓ1)‖ . ‖2r·jfj|Lp(ℓ∞)‖,
where r > s > σp,ν, s > r˜ and 0 < ν ≤ ∞. Applying the arguments from above to Ssp,1F (Td)
yields the result for Sr˜p,νF (T
d). 
We will also need the following diagonal embedding relation which is the periodic counter-
part of [32, Prop. 2.4.1], see also the diagonal embedding in Lemma 3.5, (vi) above.
Lemma 4.7. Let 0 < p < q <∞ and 0 < θ, ν ≤ ∞. Then∥∥∥( ∑
j∈Nd0
|fj |ν
) 1
ν
∥∥∥
q
.
∥∥∥( ∑
j∈Nd0
2θ|j|1(1/p−1/q)|fj |θ
) 1
θ
∥∥∥
p
holds for all (fj)j∈Nd0 such that fj ∈ T
0
j .
Let us finally state the counterpart of Theorem 4.6 for the B-case.
Theorem 4.8. Let 0 < p ≤ ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞, r ∈ Rd with r > σp and (fj)j∈Nd0 such that
fj ∈ T 0j and
∥∥2r·jfj∣∣ℓθ(Lp)∥∥ <∞. Then
(i)
∑
j∈Nd0 fj converges unconditionally in S
r
p,θB(T
d) if max{p, θ} <∞ and in every S r˜p,νB(Td)
with 0 < ν ≤ ∞ and r˜ < r.
(ii) it holds ∥∥∥ ∑
j∈Nd0
fj
∣∣∣Srp,θB(Td)∥∥∥ . ∥∥2r·jfj∣∣ℓθ(Lp(Td)∥∥.
Proof . We follow the proof of Theorem 4.6 line by line and point out the necessary modi-
fications for the B-case. To convince the reader we explain this modifications for (ii) in the
univariate case. Again, we prove∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∣∣∣Brp,θ(T)∥∥∥ . ∥∥2rjfj∣∣Lp(ℓθ(N0))∥∥
by using methods from difference characterization. We start by switching to the difference
norm in Brp,θ(T) with m > r∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∣∣∣Brp,θ(T)∥∥∥ ≍ ∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∥∥∥
p
+
( ∞∑
j=0
2θjr
∥∥∥2j ∫ 2−j
−2−j
∣∣∣∆mh [ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
]∣∣∣dh∥∥∥θ
p
) 1
θ
. (4.16)
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First we estimate the Lp-norm of f and obtain trivially using either Ho¨lder’s inequality (in
case min{p, θ} > 1 or p < min{1, θ}) or the embedding ℓθ →֒ ℓ1 (otherwise) the estimate∥∥∥ ∑
ℓ∈N0
fℓ
∥∥∥
p
.
( ∑
j∈N0
2θrj‖fj‖θp
) 1
θ
.
Let a > 0 be a positive real number such that a > 1p is fulfilled. Additionally, in case p > 1 we
choose λ = 1. Whereas in case p ≤ 1 we choose
0 < λ < p
such that
r > (1− λ)a > (1− λ)1
p
≥ (1− p)1
p
= σp.
For the second term in (4.16) the estimates in (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) yield
( ∞∑
j=0
2θjr
∥∥∥2j ∫ 2−j
−2−j
∣∣∣∆mh [ ∑
ℓ∈Zd
fj+ℓ
]∣∣∣dh∥∥∥θ
p
) 1
θ
.
[∑
ℓ≥0
2µℓ(m−r)‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖µ (4.17)
+
∑
ℓ<0
2µℓ[a(1−λ)−r]‖2(j+ℓ)r[P2j+ℓ,af2j+ℓ(x)]1−λ ×M |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖µ
] 1
µ
with µ = min{p, θ, 1}. The Lp(T)-norm is now the inner norm in the sequence spaces. For that
reason it suffices to use simpler (non-vector valued) maximal inequalities. We apply Theorem
4.4 to the first summand, which gives
‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖ . ‖2(j+ℓ)rfj+ℓ(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖.
An index shift yields
‖2(j+ℓ)rP2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖ . ‖2jrfj(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖. (4.18)
In case p ≤ 1 we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to the second summand in (4.17) with 11−λ , 1λ and
obtain
‖2(j+ℓ)r[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)]1−λM |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖θ ≤
( ∑
j∈N0
2θ(j+ℓ)r‖P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)|Lp(T)‖(1−λ)θ
×‖(M |fj+ℓ|λ(x))
1
λ |Lp(T)‖λθ
) 1
θ
.
This can be skipped in case p > 1. Applying the maximal inequalities stated in Theorem 4.4
and Theorem A.4 (together with a trick similar to (4.12)) yields
‖2(j+ℓ)r[P2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ(x)]1−λM |fj+ℓ|λ(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖ .
( ∑
j∈N0
2θ(j+ℓ)r‖fj+ℓ(x)|Lp(T)‖θ
) 1
θ
. ‖2jrfj(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖.
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Hence, the estimates from (4.18) and (4.19) imply( ∞∑
j=0
2θjr
∥∥∥2j ∫ 2−j
−2−j
∣∣∣∆mh [ ∑
ℓ∈Zd
fj+ℓ
]∣∣∣dh∥∥∥θ
p
) 1
θ
(4.19)
.
[∑
ℓ≥0
2µℓ(m−r) +
∑
ℓ<0
2µℓ[a(1−λ)−r]
] 1
µ ‖2jrfj(x)|ℓθ(Lp(T))‖.
The choice of λ, a and m relatively to r ensures the convergence of the series to an absolute
constant. This concludes the proof in the univariate case. For the multivariate situation see
the comments in Step 2 of Theorem 4.6. 
5 Sampling representations
In this section we provide theorems that allow for replacing the Fourier analytic building blocks
δj [f ] used to define the spaces S
r
p,θF (T
d) and Srp,θB(T
d) by building blocks qLj [f ], cf. Definition
3.3. Here we will prove the following main results.
Theorem 5.1. Let 0 < p < ∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞, L > max{1p , 1θ} (L = 1 requires θ < ∞) and
r > max{1p , 1θ} then the (quasi-)norms
‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖ ≍ ‖2r·jqLj (f)|Lp(ℓθ)‖
are equivalent for all f ∈ Srp,θF (Td).
Proof . The result is a consequence of Theorem 5.7 together with Theorem 4.6. For the case
L = 1 we refer to Theorem 5.13. 
Remark 5.2. We strongly conjecture the optimality of the condition on L in the above theo-
rems, see also Remark 3.4,(ii) above.
For the B-case weaker conditions on r and L are sufficient.
Theorem 5.3. Let 0 < p, θ ≤ ∞, L > 1p (L = 1 requires p < ∞) and r > 1p then the
(quasi-)norms
‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖ ≍ ‖2r·jqLj (f)|ℓθ(Lp)‖
are equivalent for all f ∈ Srp,θB(Td).
Proof . The proof is a consequence of Theorem 4.8 together with Theorem 5.9. For the case
L = 1 we refer to Theorem 5.14. 
Remark 5.4. In case of Srp,θB(T
d) with p ≥ 1 and r > 1/p similar characterizations were
proved by Dinh Du˜ng [5, 6, 7] using the following variant of the de la Valle´e-Poussin kernel
Vj(x) =
sin(2j−1x) sin(32j−1x)
22j3 sin2(x2 )
, (5.1)
which yields to an interpolation operator on 3 · 2j equidistant nodes. We can reproduce and
extend this result to the Triebel-Lizorkin scale as well as to p > 1/2 with straight-forward
modifications of the arguments used in Theorems 5.9 below. Note, that our proof only uses
a reproduction and a decay property of the kernel. Also the de la Valle´e Poussin sampling
operator Rm used by Temlyakov in [42, I.6] is admissible here.
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5.1 The case of quadratically decaying kernels with L ≥ 2
Let us first deal with kernels providing at least a quadratic decay according to Lemma 2.6. We
introduce the characteristic function χj,u of the dyadic interval [2πu/2
j , 2π(u+1)/2j ] indexed
by j ∈ N0 and u ∈ Z. For j ∈ Nd0 and u ∈ Zd we denote with
χj,u(x) :=
d∏
i=1
χji,ui(xi)
the characteristic function of the respective parallelepiped. The following lemma represents
the “hyperbolic” version of [19, Lem. 3, 7]. The lemma is originally due to Kyriazis [21, Lem.
7.1]. For the convenience of the reader we will give a proof.
Lemma 5.5. Let 0 < λ ≤ 1 and L > 1λ . For any sequence (λu)u∈Aj(x) of complex numbers
and every j ∈ Nd0 we have
∑
u∈Zd
|λj,u|
d∏
i=1
(1 + 2j |xi − xjiui |)−L ≤ C
[
M
∣∣∣ ∑
u∈Zd
λj,uχj,u
∣∣∣λ(x)] 1λ (5.2)
with a constant C independent of j, (λj,u)u and x.
Proof . We follow the proof given in [19, Lem. 7]. Let δ = L−1/λ > 0. We define the following
decomposition of Zd. Let x ∈ Rd then
Ωk(x) := Ωk1 · ... · Ωkd , k ∈ Nd0 ,
with
Ωki := {ui ∈ Aji(xi) : π2ki−1 < 2ji |xi − xjiui | ≤ π2ki}
Ω0 :=
{
ui ∈ Aji(xi) : 2ji |xi − xjiui | ≤ π
}
.
We estimate
∑
u∈Zd
|λj,u|
d∏
i=1
(1 + 2ji |xi − xjiui |)−L
=
∑
k∈Nd0
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|
d∏
i=1
(1 + 2ji |xi − xjiui |)−L
.
∑
k∈Nd0
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|2−δ|k|1−|k|1/λ . sup
ki≤ji
i∈[d]
( ∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|
)
2−|k|1/λ
.
(
sup
k∈Nd0
2−|k|1
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|λ
)1/λ
.
(5.3)
Note, that ∫
⋃
u∈Ωk(x)
Qj,u
∑
ω∈Ωk(x)
|λj,ω|λχj,ω(y) dy = 2−|j|1
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|λ
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and hence
2−|k|1
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|λ = 2−|k|1+|j|1
∫
⋃
u∈Ωk(x)
Qj,u
∑
ω∈Ωk(x)
|λj,ω|λχj,ω(y) dy . (5.4)
We further observe that for Q(x) :=
⋃
u∈Ωk(x)
Qj,u we have
|Q(x)| ≍ 2|k|1−|j|1 .
and x ∈ Q(x) . Recalling the definition of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions in Defini-
tion A.3 we obtain∫
Q(x)
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|λχj,u(y) dy . 2|k|1−|j|1 1|Q(x)|
∫
Q(x)
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|λχj,u(y) dy
≤ 2|k|1−|j|1M
∣∣∣ ∑
u∈Zd
λj,uχj,u
∣∣∣λ(x) .
Putting this into (5.4) we obtain
2−|k|1
∑
u∈Ωk(x)
|λj,u|λ .M
∣∣∣ ∑
u∈Zd
λj,uχj,u
∣∣∣λ(x) .
Finally, we plug this estimate into (5.3) and obtain the desired result. 
Proposition 5.6. Let ℓ, j ∈ Nd0, 0 < λ ≤ 1, L ∈ N with L > 1λ and a > 0. Let further
f ∈ C(Td).
(i) Then
|ILj [f ](x)| . 2a|ℓ|1 [M |P2j+ℓ,af |λ(x)]
1
λ
(ii) and also
|qLj [f ](x)| . 2a|ℓ|1 [M |P2j+ℓ,af |λ(x)]
1
λ
holds with a constant independent of ℓ, j,x and f .
Proof . We start proving (i). Recall the notation from (2.10). Periodicity of f and KLπ,j yields
ILj f(x)| =
∑
u∈Aj
f(xju)K
L
πd,j(x− xju)
=
∑
u∈Aj(x)
f(xju)K
L
πd,j(x− xju).
Lemma 2.6 with |xi − xjiui | ≤ π gives
|ILj f(x)| ≤
∑
u∈Aj(x)
∣∣∣∣∣f(xju)
d∏
i=1
KLπ,ji(xi − xjiui)
∣∣∣∣∣
.
∑
u∈Zd
|λj,u|
d∏
i=1
(1 + 2ji |xi − xjiui |)−L ,
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where we used the notation
λj,u := sup
y:|yi−xjiui |< 2π2ji
i∈[d]
|f(y)| .
Applying Lemma 5.5 gives
|ILj f(x)| .
[
M
∣∣∣ ∑
u∈Zd
λj,uχj,k
∣∣∣λ(x)] 1λ . (5.5)
Taking z ∈ suppχj,u∗ gives for any a > 0∣∣∣ ∑
u∈Zd
λj,uχj,u(z)
∣∣∣ = |λj,u∗ | = sup
y:|yi−xjiu∗
i
|< 2π
2ji
i∈[d]
|f(y)|
. sup
y:|yi−zi|< 4π
2ji
i∈[d]
|f(y)|∏d
i=1(1 + 2
ji |yi − zi|)a
.
Finally, Lemma A.7 yields ∣∣∣ ∑
u∈Zd
λj,uχj,u(z)
∣∣∣ . 2|ℓ|1aP2j ,af(z). (5.6)
Inserting (5.6) into (5.5) finishes the proof of (i). The bound in (ii) is a trivial consequence of
applying triangle inequality to (2.9) and (i)
|qLj [f ](x)| ≤
∑
b∈{−1,0}d
|ILj+b[f ](x)|. (5.7)

Theorem 5.7. Let 0 < p, θ ≤ ∞ (p <∞), L > max{1p , 1θ , 1} and r > max{1p , 1θ}.
(i) Then every f ∈ Srp,θF (Td) admits the representation
f =
∑
j∈Nd0
qLj [f ], (5.8)
with unconditional convergence in Srp,θF (T
d) in case 0 < θ < ∞ and with unconditional
convergence in Sr˜p,νF (T
d) for every r > r˜ and 0 < ν ≤ ∞ in case θ =∞.
(ii) There is a constant C > 0 independent of f such that
‖2r·jqLj (f)|Lp(ℓθ)‖ ≤ C‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖ (5.9)
holds for all f ∈ Srp,θF (Td).
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Proof . Step 1. We prove (5.9). To begin with we choose a > 0 such that r > a > max{1p , 1q}
is fulfilled. Let f ∈ Srp,θF (Td). We start for j ∈ Nd0 with the Fourier decomposition
f(x) =
∑
ℓ∈Zd
δj+ℓ[f ](x), (5.10)
cf. (3.1), where δj [f ] := 0 for j ∈ Zd\Nd0 . This series converges unconditionally in C(Td), due
to the embedding Srp,θF (T
d) →֒ C(Td). That yields the point-wise estimate
|qLj [f ](x)| ≤
∑
ℓ∈Zd
|qLj [δj+ℓ[f ]](x)|.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the constants A,B,C in Definition 3.2 are chosen in
such a way that δj [f ] ∈ T Lj is fulfilled for all j ∈ Nd0. Then Proposition 2.10 implies
|qLj [f ](x)| ≤
∑
ℓ≥0
|qLj [δj+ℓ[f ]](x)|.
Applying Proposition 5.6, (ii) we obtain
|qLj [f ](x)| .
∑
ℓ≥0
2a|ℓ|1
[
M |P
2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ(x)
] 1
λ
.
Multiplying with the weight 2r·j we find the point-wise estimate
2r·j |qLj [f ](x)| .
∑
ℓ≥0
2(a1−r)·ℓ2r·(j+ℓ)
[
M |P
2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ(x)
] 1
λ
. (5.11)
where λ is chosen as L > 1λ >
1
min{p,θ} (λ = 1 in case min{p, θ} > 1). The parameter a will be
fixed later. Now we take the Lp(ℓθ) (quasi)-norm on both sides. Due to u-triangle inequality
in Lp(ℓθ) with u = min{p, θ, 1} we obtain
‖2r·jqLj [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖ .
(∑
ℓ≥0
2(a1−r)·ℓu
∥∥∥2r·(j+ℓ)[M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ] 1λ ∣∣∣Lp(ℓθ)∥∥∥u) 1u . (5.12)
Since λ < min{p, θ} in case min{p, θ} ≤ 1 a trick similar to 4.12 yields∥∥∥2r·(j+ℓ)[M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ] 1λ ∣∣∣Lp(ℓθ)∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥2λr·(j+ℓ)M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ∣∣∣L pλ (ℓ θλ )∥∥∥ 1λ .
This allows us to apply Fefferman-Stein maximal inequality (Theorem A.5)∥∥∥2r·(j+ℓ)[M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ] 1λ ∣∣∣Lp(ℓθ)∥∥∥ . ‖2r·(j+ℓ)P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖.
Next we choose a such that r > a > max{1p , 1θ} holds. Then applying Peetre maximal inequality
(Theorem 4.5) gives
‖2r·(j+ℓ)P
2ℓ+j ,aδℓ+j [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖ . ‖2r·(j+ℓ)δℓ+j [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖.
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Obviously, we have
‖2r·(j+ℓ)δℓ+j[f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖ ≤ ‖2r·jδj [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖.
Inserting this into (5.12) yields
‖2r·jqLj [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖ . ‖2r·jδj [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖
(∑
ℓ≥0
2(a1−r)·ℓu
) 1
u
. ‖2r·jδj [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖,
where the choice of a ensures the convergence of the series to an absolute constant. Step 2.
We prove (i). The equation (5.9) implies
‖2r·jqLj [f ]|Lp(ℓθ)‖ <∞.
Then Theorem 4.6 yields unconditional convergence of the series
∑
j∈Nd0 q
L
j [f ]. We show in
case 0 < θ <∞ ∥∥∥f − ∑
|j|1<n
qLj [f ]
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥ −→ 0 (n→∞).
As a consequence of Definition 3.3 trigonometric polynomials are dense in Srp,θF (T
d) if θ <∞.
For that reason we find for every ε > 0 a trigonometric polynomial t such that
‖f − t|Srp,θF (Td)‖ < ε.
The u-triangle inequality gives∥∥∥f − ∑
|j|1<n
qLj [f ]
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥u ≤ ‖f − t|Srp,θF (Td)‖u + ∥∥∥t− ∑
|j|1<n
qLj [f ]
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥u.
For n sufficiently large we obtain by Lemma 2.7
t−
∑
|j|1<n
qLj [f ] =
∑
|j|1<n
qLj (t− f).
Applying Theorem 4.6 we have∥∥∥ ∑
|j|1<n
qLj (t− f)
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥ . ∥∥∥( ∑
|j|1<n
2θr·j |qLj (t− f)|θ
) 1
θ
∥∥∥
p
.
Finally, Step 1 yields∥∥∥( ∑
|j|1<n
2θr·j |qLj (t− f)|θ
) 1
θ
∥∥∥
p
. ‖t− f |Srp,θF (Td)‖
and hence, there is a constant C > 0 independent of n, f and t such that∥∥∥f − ∑
|j|1<n
qLj [f ]
∣∣∣Srp,θF (Td)∥∥∥ ≤ C2ε.
The case θ =∞ is based on the embedding
Srp,∞F (T
d) →֒ Ssp,pF (Td) →֒ Sr˜p,νF (Td)
with r > s > 1p , s > r˜ and 0 < ν < ∞ where the density argument from above is applied to
Ssp,pF (T
d). 
Remark 5.8. The recent result in [33, Rem. 7.3], see also [34], indicates that a corresponding
characterization in case of small smoothness, i.e. 1p < r ≤ 1θ may fail.
Theorem 5.9. Let 0 < p, θ ≤ ∞, L > max{1p , 1}, r > 1p .
(i) Then every f ∈ Srp,θB(Td) can be represented by
f =
∑
j∈Nd0
qLj (f),
with unconditional convergence in Srp,θB(T
d) in case max{p, θ} <∞, and with uncondi-
tional convergence in Sr˜p,νB(T
d) for every r > r˜ and 0 < ν ≤ ∞ in case max{p, θ} =∞.
(ii) There is a constant C > 0 independent of f such that
‖2r·jqLj [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖ ≤ C‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖
holds for all f ∈ Srp,θB(Td).
Proof . Concerning representation and unconditional convergence we follow the proof of The-
orem 5.7 line by line with the obvious modifications for the B-case. The inequality in (ii) can
be proved by the following arguments. We take the ℓθ(Lp(Td)) (quasi)-norm on both sides of
the estimate in (5.11). Due to u-triangle inequality in ℓθ(Lp(Td)) with u = min{p, θ, 1} we
obtain
‖2r·jqLj [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖ .
(∑
ℓ≥0
2(a1−r)·ℓu
∥∥∥2r·(j+ℓ)[M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ] 1λ ∣∣∣ℓθ(Lp(Td))∥∥∥u) 1u
(5.13)
with r > a > 1p and 0 < λ < p (λ = 1 if p > 1). In case p ≤ 1 a trick similar to 4.12 yields∥∥∥2r·(j+ℓ)[M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ] 1λ ∣∣∣ℓθ(Lp(Td)∥∥∥ = ( ∑
j∈Nd0
2r·(j+ℓ)θ
∥∥∥M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ∥∥∥ θλp
λ
) 1
θ
.
This allows us to apply Hardy-Littlewood maximal inequality (Theorem A.4). We obtain∥∥∥2r·(j+ℓ)[M |P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|λ] 1λ ∣∣∣ℓθ(Lp(Td)∥∥∥ . ( ∑
j∈Nd0
2r·(j+ℓ)θ
∥∥∥P2j+ℓ,aδj+ℓ[f ]|∥∥∥θ
p
) 1
θ
.
Inserting this into (5.13) and applying (non-vector valued) Peetre maximal inequality (Theorem
4.4) gives
‖2r·jqLj [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖ .
(∑
ℓ≥0
2(a1−r)·ℓu‖2r·(j+ℓ)δℓ+j [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖u
) 1
u
≤
(∑
ℓ≥0
2(a1−r)·ℓu
) 1
u ‖2r·jδj [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖,
where the term inside the ℓθ(Lp(Td)) norm does not depend any longer on ℓ. Therefore the
sum over ℓ converges to a constant depending only on a, r and the dimension d. Finally, we
obtain
‖2r·jqLj [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖ . ‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖.

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5.2 The case of the Dirichlet kernel where L = 1
In this subsection we study sampling representations based on the Dirichlet kernel K1π,j . Its
slow decay causes some difficulties. We define an auxiliary kernel
K˜2(x) :=
√
2πF−1(4χ[− 5
8
, 5
8
] ∗ χ[− 1
8
, 1
8
]
)
(x) = 16
sin
(
5
8x
)
sin
(
1
8x
)
x2
∈ L1(Rd)
and its periodization
K˜2π,j(x) :=
∞∑
k=−∞
K˜2(2j(x+ 2πk)).
Similar to Lemma 2.6 we can show for |x| < π the following decay property
|K˜2π,j(x)| .
1
(1 + 2j |x|)2 . (5.14)
Note, that the corresponding operator I˜2j defined via (1.11) is a sampling but not an interpo-
lation operator. However, Lemma 2.2 still holds true. According to Subsection 2.2 we define
the multivariate sampling operator I˜2j f based on the tensorized kernel K˜
2
πd,j
.
The following formula is a counterpart of a similar formula used by Temlyakov in [42, Lem.
I.6.2] . Taking (1.12) into account we denote
D1j = D1j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ D1jd , j ∈ Nd0 .
Lemma 5.10. Let f ∈ C(Td). Then
I1j f = (2π)
−dD1j ∗ I˜2j f (5.15)
for all j ∈ Nd0.
Proof . We prove the identity by comparing the Fourier series for arbitrary continuous func-
tions f . (2.5) implies
Î1j f(ℓ) =
( ∏
i∈[d]
χ[−2ji−1,2ji−1−1](ℓi)
) ∑
u∈Aj
f(xju)e
−ixju·ℓ. (5.16)
Additionally, the same computation as used in Lemma 2.2 shows
̂˜I2j [f ](ℓ) =
1
(2π)d/2
( d∏
i=1
FK˜2
( ℓi
2ji
)) ∑
u∈Aj
f(xju)e
−ixju·ℓ.
Clearly,
(2π)−d ̂D1j ∗ I˜2j f(ℓ) = D̂1j(ℓ)̂˜I2j f(ℓ) = D̂1j(ℓ) ∑
u∈Aj
f(xju)e
−ixju·ℓ (5.17)
since
FK˜2
( ℓi
2ji
)
=
√
2π
for ℓi ∈ [−2ji , 2ji), i ∈ [d]. Comparing (5.16) and (5.17) yields the claim. 
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Lemma 5.11. Let ℓ, j ∈ Nd0, a > 0 and 1/2 < λ ≤ 1. Furthermore, let f ∈ C(Td). Then
|I˜2j [f ](x)| . 2a|ℓ|1 [M |P2j+ℓ,af |λ(x)]
1
λ
holds with a constant independent of ℓ, j,x and f .
Proof . We refer to the proof of Proposition 5.6. Recognizing, that the only property of I˜2j we
need is the decay of the underlying kernel K˜2
πd,j
provided in (5.14). 
Remark 5.12. (i) The estimates in Lemmas 5.6, 5.11 are pointwise and very useful for
Lp(Td, ℓθ) estimates. In case one is interested in (scalar) Lp estimates, similar as in [42,
Lem. I.6.2], then Lemmas 5.6 and 5.11 together with the maximal inequalities Theorems A.4,
4.4 imply for 0 < p ≤ ∞, L > max{1/p, 1} and any a > 1/p
‖ILj f‖p .L,a 2|ℓ|1a‖f‖p , f ∈ T 0j+ℓ (5.18)
(similar for I˜2j ).
(ii) There is a different technique based on periodic versions of Plancherel-Polya inequalities
(Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities) for 0 < p ≤ ∞, see [31, Thms. 6,10]. A straight-forward
modification of the argument in [31, Lem. 13,(ii)] gives for 0 < p ≤ ∞ and L > max{1/p, 1}
‖ILj f‖p .p 2|ℓ|1/p‖f‖p , f ∈ T 0j+ℓ (5.19)
(similar for I˜2j ). In case L = 2 (de la Valle´e Poussin) this yields an extension of [42, Lem.
I.6.2] to the range 1/2 < p ≤ ∞.
(iii) By Lemma 5.10 and the uniform boundedness of the multivariate Fourier partial sum
operator in Lp(Td), 1 < p <∞, we obtain from (5.18) and (5.19) corresponding estimates also
for ‖I1j f‖p .
Theorem 5.13. Let 1 < p, θ <∞ and r > max{1p , 1θ}.
(i) Then every f ∈ Srp,θF (Td) admits the representation
f =
∑
j∈Nd0
q1j [f ],
with unconditional convergence in Srp,θF (T
d).
(ii) There is a constant C > 0 independent of f such that
‖2r·jq1j(f)|Lp(ℓθ)‖ ≤ C‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖
holds for all f ∈ Srp,θF (Td).
Proof . The proof of (i) is similar to Theorem 5.7, (i). We prove (ii) here. Inserting the
decomposition (3.2), applying triangle inequality and afterwards Proposition 2.10 gives
‖2r·jq1j [f ]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖ .
∑
ℓ≥0
2−ℓ·r‖2r·(j+ℓ)q1j [δj+ℓ[f ]]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖.
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The relation in (5.7) shows
‖2r·jq1j [f ]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖ .
∑
b∈{−1,0}d
∑
ℓ≥0
2−ℓ·r‖2r·(j+ℓ)I1j+b[δj+ℓ[f ]]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖.
Hence, Lemma 5.10 yields
‖2r·jq1j [f ]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖ .
∑
b∈{−1,0}d
∑
ℓ≥0
2−ℓ·r‖2r·(j+ℓ)D1j+b ∗ I˜2j+b[δj+ℓ[f ]]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖. (5.20)
Lizorkin presented in [22, p. 241, Thm. 5] a theorem on Fourier multipliers for the Lp(ℓθ)
situation. The result in [32, Thm. 3.4.2] transfers this to the periodic setting. Referring to
a comment in [43, 2.5.4] the Fourier partial sum with respect to a parallelepiped fulfills the
requirements of this theorem and we get rid of D1j+b in (5.20). This gives
‖2r·jq1j [f ]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖ .
∑
b∈{−1,0}d
∑
ℓ≥0
2−ℓ·r‖2r·(j+ℓ)I˜2j+bδj+ℓ[f ]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖.
Lemma 5.11 with λ = 1 yields
‖2r·jq1j [f ]|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖ .
∑
ℓ≥0
2ℓ·(a1−r)‖2r·(j+ℓ)M |P
2j+ℓ,afj+ℓ|(x)|Lp(ℓθ(Nd0))‖.
We finish the proof by following the estimates in the proof of Theorem 5.7 beginning from
(5.12). 
Theorem 5.14. Let 1 < p <∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞ and r > 1p .
(i) Then every f ∈ Srp,θB(Td) can be represented by
f =
∑
j∈Nd0
q1j(f),
with unconditional convergence in Srp,θB(T
d) in case θ < ∞, and with unconditional
convergence in Sr˜p,νB(T
d) for every r > r˜ and 0 < ν ≤ ∞ in case θ =∞.
(ii) There is a constant C > 0 independent of f such that
‖2r·jq1j [f ]|ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖ ≤ C‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖
holds for all f ∈ Srp,θB(Td).
Proof . To prove (i) we follow the proof of Theorem 5.9, (i). The assertion (ii) can be obtained
following the proof of Theorem 5.13 where we replace ‖ · |Lp(ℓθ(N0))‖ by ‖ · |ℓθ(Lp(Td))‖. Now
we use the estimates in Remark (5.18), (5.19) from Remark 5.12 . 
Remark 5.15. Similar (but not nested) Dirichlet kernels were studied in [2] connected with
sampling representations in case p = θ = 2.
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6 Interpolation on Smolyak grids
In this section we analyze a direction-wise modified version of Smolyak’s algorithm, cf. (1.3),
given by
TL,ηm f :=
∑
1
η1
η·j≤m
qLj [f ]. (6.1)
The parameter η > 0 allows to control the level of refinement in single directions. A com-
paratively large value of η in the s-th component ends up in a small refinement in the s-th
direction. The interpolation operator TL,ηm f maps a continuous function to a trigonometric
polynomial with frequencies in an anisotropic hyperbolic cross
AHd,ηm :=
⋃
{j: 1
η1
η·j≤m}
P0j .
According to Lemma 2.8 the operator TL,ηm interpolates functions on an anisotropic sparse grid
AGd,ηm :=
⋃
1
η1
η·j≤m
{
xju : u ∈ Zd, −2ji−1 ≤ ui ≤ 2ji−1 − 1, i ∈ [d]
}
. (6.2)
Lemma 6.1. Let η ∈ Rd with
0 < η1 = . . . = ηµ < ηµ+1 ≤ . . . ≤ ηd <∞.
Then
|AGd,ηm | ≍ mµ−12m (6.3)
holds for all m ≥ 1.
Proof . Due to (6.2) an upper bound for the cardinality of AGd,ηm is provided by
|AGd,ηm | ≤
∑
1
η1
η·j≤m
2|j|1 .
Therefore Lemma B.2 in the appendix provides the upper bound in (6.3). A trivial lower bound
of 2m is provided by simply counting the sampling nodes of qj [f ] of the level j = (m, 0, . . . , 0).
A sharp bound can be obtained by using reproduction properties of TL,ηm for trigonometric
polynomials (cf. Lemma 2.7) with frequencies in AHd,ηm . The dimension of AH
d,η
m is given by∑
1
η1
η·j≤m 2
|j|1 . 
Remark 6.2. Comparing this estimate to uniformly refined sparse grids (η = 1) we recog-
nize that the underlying dimension of the space plays no role for the asymptotic bound. The
dimension dependence is replaced by the µ largest refinement directions.
Theorem 6.3. Let 0 < p < q <∞ and 0 < θ ≤ ∞. Additionally let L > 1q and the smoothness
vector r > 1p with (1.5). Then
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q . 2−m(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖
holds for all m > 0. The operator generating vector η ∈ Rd is chosen as η = r − 1p + 1q .
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Proof . We start expanding f into the series (5.8). This allows us to estimate
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q ≤
∥∥∥ ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
|qj[f ]|
∥∥∥
q
≤ 2−(r1− 1p+ 1q )m
∥∥∥ ∑
j∈Nd0
2
(r− 1
p
+ 1
q
)·j |qj [f ]|
∥∥∥
q
.
We choose some parameters. Since L > 1q +1 we find q˜ ∈ R with p < q˜ < q such that L > 1q˜ +1
is fulfilled. Let r˜ := r − 1p + 1q˜ . Applying Lemma 4.7 yields
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q . 2−(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)m
∥∥∥ sup
j∈Nd0
2r˜·j |qj [f ]|
∥∥∥
q˜
Theorem 5.7 yields
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q . 2−(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)m‖f |S r˜q˜,∞F (Td)‖.
Finally, using the diagonal embedding stated in Lemma 3.5, (vi) gives
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q . 2−(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)m‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖,
which finishes the proof. 
For θ = 2 we can reproduce and generalize a result due to Temlyakov [41].
Theorem 6.4. Let 0 < p <∞, 0 < θ ≤ ∞. Additionally, let L ≥ 1 and the smoothness vector
r > 1p with (1.5). Then
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ . m(µ−1)(1−
1
p
)+2−m(r1−
1
p
)‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖
holds for all m ≥ 0. The operator generating vector η ∈ Rd is chosen as η = ν − 1p , where
ν ∈ Rd with
rs = νs, s = 1, . . . , µ and r1 < νs < rs, s = µ+ 1, . . . , d.
Proof . Step 1. We prove
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ . ‖f |S
r− 1
p
+ 1
p˜
p˜,p B(T
d)‖
{
2
−m(r1− 1p ) : 0 < p ≤ 1,
m(µ−1)(1−
1
p
)2−m(r1−
1
p
) : p > 1,
(6.4)
where p˜ is chosen such that max{p, 1} < p˜ < ∞ is fulfilled. Expanding into (5.8) and using
triangle inequality yields
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ =
∥∥∥ ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
qLj [f ]
∥∥∥
∞
≤
∑
1
η1
η·j>m
‖qLj [f ]‖∞.
We have to distinguish the cases 0 < p ≤ 1 and the case p > 1. We start with 0 < p ≤ 1. The
elementary embedding ℓp(Nd0) →֒ ℓ1(Nd0) yields
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ ≤ 2−m(r1−
1
p
)
∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2
(r− 1
p
)·j‖qLj [f ]‖∞ ≤ 2−m(r1−
1
p
)
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2
p(r− 1
p
)·j‖qLj [f ]‖p∞
) 1
p
.
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In case p > 1 we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality with 1 = 1p +
1
p′ and obtain
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ ≤
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2
−p′(r− 1
p
)·j) 1p′ ( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2
p(r− 1
p
)·j‖qLj [f ]‖p∞
) 1
p
.
Lemma B.1 yields
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ ≤ m(µ−1)(1−p)2−m(r1−
1
p
)
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2
p(r− 1
p
)·j‖qLj [f ]‖p∞
) 1
p
.
Nikolskij’s inequality (special case of Lemma 4.7) gives
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ ≤ m(µ−1)(1−p)2−m(r1−
1
p
)
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2
p(r− 1
p
+ 1
p˜
)·j‖qLj [f ]‖pp˜
) 1
p
.
In both cases Theorem 5.9 yields (6.4).
Step 2. The Jawerth-Franke type embedding implies
Srp,θF (T
d) →֒ Sr−
1
p
+ 1
p˜
p˜,p B(T
d)
(cf. Lemma 3.6). Applying this we obtain
‖f − TL,ηm f‖∞ . m(µ−1)(1−
1
p
)+2
−m(r1− 1p )‖f |Srp,θF (Td)‖,
which proves the claim. 
Remark 6.5. It is remarkable that Theorem 6.3 allows to use the Smolyak algorithm based on
the classical (nested) trigonometric interpolation (Dirichlet kernel) in case 1 < q ≤ ∞ although
p < q may be less than one. A similar observation has been made recently in [2, Rem. 6.12].
In the remainder of this section we deal with Besov spaces Srp,θB(T
d). A similar result as
stated here was obtained by Dinh Du˜ng in [10], see also [7]. We contribute the case min{p, θ} <
1 for the Fourier analytical approach and allow the Dirichlet kernel (L = 1) for q > 1.
Theorem 6.6. Let 0 < p < q <∞ and 0 < θ ≤ ∞. Additionally let L > 1q and the smoothness
vector r > 1p with (1.5). Then
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q . 2−m(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)m(µ−1)(
1
q
− 1
θ
)+‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖
holds for all m > 0. The operator generating vector η ∈ Rd is chosen as η = ν − 1p + 1q , where
ν ∈ Rd with
rs = νs, s = 1, . . . , µ and r1 < νs < rs, s = µ+ 1, . . . , d.
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Proof . First we prove the case q > 1 with θ <∞. We find q˜ < q such that L > 1q˜ > 1q holds.
The Jawerth-Franke embedding S
1
q˜
− 1
q
q˜,q B(T
d) ⊂ Lq(Td) (cf. Lemma 3.6) yields
‖f − TL,ηf‖q ≤ ‖f − TL,ηf |S
1
q˜
− 1
q
q˜,q B(T
d)‖
Expanding f into the series (5.8) and applying Theorem 4.8 gives
‖f − TL,ηf‖q ≤
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2qj·1(
1
q˜
− 1
q
)‖qj [f ]‖qq˜
) 1
q
. (6.5)
In case ∞ > θ > q this can be estimated by using Ho¨lder’s inequality
‖f − TL,ηf‖q ≤
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2−
qθ
θ−q
j·(r− 1
p
+ 1
q
)
) 1
q
− 1
θ
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2θj·(r−(
1
p
− 1
q˜
))‖qj [f ]‖θq˜
) 1
θ
.
The estimate for the sum in Lemma B.1 gives
‖f − TL,ηf‖q ≤ 2−m(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)m(µ−1)(
1
q
− 1
θ
)
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2θj·(r−(
1
p
− 1
q˜
))‖qj [f ]‖θq˜
) 1
θ
.
In case θ ≤ q we use the embedding ℓθ →֒ ℓq and obtain
‖f − TL,ηf‖q ≤ 2−m(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2θj·(r−(
1
p
− 1
q˜
))‖qj [f ]‖θq˜
) 1
θ
.
Theorem 5.9 allows to estimate
‖f − TL,ηf‖q ≤ 2−m(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)
m
(µ−1)( 1
q
− 1
θ
)+‖f |Sr−(
1
p
− 1
q˜
)
q˜,θ B(T
d)‖.
Finally, the diagonal embedding stated in Lemma 3.5, (vi) yields
‖f − TL,ηf‖q ≤ 2−m(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)m(d−1)(
1
q
− 1
θ
)+‖f |Srp,θB(Td)‖.
The case q ≤ 1 is simpler. We expand f into the series (5.8). Then q-triangle inequality yields
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q ≤
( ∑
1
η1
η·j>m
‖qj [f ]‖qq
) 1
q
.
The same case study as in the lines after (6.5) with q˜ = q finishes the proof. As usual in case
θ =∞ we have to replace the corresponding sum by sup. 
7 Linear sampling recovery
In this section we consider the optimality of convergence rates for linear sampling algorithms
in case of Triebel-Lizorkin and Ho¨lder-Nikolskij spaces with mixed smoothness, we abbreviate
by F . As a benchmark quantity we study linear sampling widths, cf. (1.1) in the introduction,
̺linn (F , Lq(T
d)) := inf
(ξi)
n
i=1⊂Td
(ψi)
n
i=1⊂Lq(Td)
sup
‖f |F ‖≤1
∥∥∥f − n∑
i=1
f(ξi)ψi
∥∥∥
q
.
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This quantity can be interpreted as the minimal worst case error for the approximation of
functions from the unit ball of F by linear algorithms using n function evaluations and where
the error is measured in Lq(Td). In case of F = Srp,θF (T
d) with θ = 2 and 1 < p <∞ we have
the coincidence SrpW (T
d) = Srp,θF (T
d). This case is of special interest in this section because
it denotes the probably most famous representative of the F -scale. Choosing m in (6.1) such
that n & mµ−12m an upper bound for ̺linn (F , Lq(Td)) is provided by
̺linn (F , Lq(T
d)) . sup
‖f |F ‖≤1
‖f − TL,ηm f‖q.
Approximation with general linear information in case of mixed order Sobolev spaces SrpW (T
d)
and Ho¨lder-Nikolskij spaces Srp,∞B(Td) has been intensively studied in the past. We recall the
concept of linear n-widths:
λn(F , Lq(Td)) := inf
A:F→Lq(Td)
rankA≤n
sup
‖f |F ‖≤1
‖f −A(f)‖q.
In comparison to ̺linn (F , Lq(T
d)) this quantity allows to benchmark linear operators using n
pieces of linear information. Function evaluations are also linear information. Therefore, we
have the relation
λn(F , Lq(Td)) ≤ ̺linn (F , Lq(Td)).
That means linear n-widths can serve as lower bounds for linear sampling n-widths.
Corollary 7.1. Let 0 < p < q < ∞ and 0 < θ ≤ ∞. Additionally, the smoothness vector
r > 1p is supposed to satisfy (1.5). Then
̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) . (n−1 log(µ−1) n)
r1− 1p+ 1q
holds for all n > 0.
Proof . The proof follows by Theorem 6.3 with the estimate from Lemma 6.1 for the number
of function evaluations used by TL,ηm . 
Corollary 7.2. Let r > 1p fulfilling (1.5). Furthermore, let 1 < p < q ≤ 2, 1 ≤ θ ≤ ∞ or
2 ≤ p < q <∞, 2 ≤ θ ≤ ∞. Then
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍ ̺linn (Srp,θF (Td), Lq(Td)) ≍ (n−1 log(µ−1) n)(r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
)
for all n ∈ N.
Proof . The upper bound for ̺linn follows by Corollary 7.1. The lower bounds for λn are
provided in Theorem C.2. 
Remark 7.3. The result stated above is not completely new. In case 2 ≤ p, θ < q, (θ = q) and
1 < p, q < 2 with θ < q the upper bounds can be obtained with the help of Besov space results
proven by Dinh Du˜ng in [10, 11] using the embedding relation Srp,θF (T
d) →֒ Srp,max{p,θ}B(Td).
Nevertheless, the cases 1 < p < q < 2 with θ > q and 2 ≤ p < q < θ are new. Compared to
Besov spaces in that range of parameters we do not observe an additional logarithmic factor
in the convergence rate. This parameter range includes the situation of Sobolev spaces in case
1 < p < q < 2.
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The following result is based on an observation by Novak/Triebel [25] for the univariate
situation.
Theorem 7.4. Let 1 < p < 2 < q <∞ and r >
{
1
p :
1
p +
1
q ≥ 1, 1 ≤ θ ≤ ∞,
max{1p , 1− 1q} : 1p + 1q ≤ 1, 1 ≤ θ ≤ ∞,
with (1.5). Then
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) = o(̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td))),
or more precisely
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td))  n
−(r1− 1p+ 1q ) . ̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td))
holds for all n > 0.
Proof . The bounds for λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) come from the embedding Srp,θF (T
d) →֒ Srp,∞B(Td)
that yields
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≤ λn(Srp,∞B(Td), Lq(Td)).
and the results from [16], see also [12, Thm. 4.46]. The proof for the (non-sharp) lower bound
of ̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) follows from the univariate situation considered in [25, Theorem
23]. 
Remark 7.5. The fact that the exponents of the main rate and the exponent of the logarithm
in the upper bound obtained in Corollary 7.1 coincide and additionally the main rate is sharp
seems to be a strong indication for the conjecture
̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍ (n−1 logµ−1 n)r1−
1
p
+ 1
q
in case 1 < p < q <∞, 1 ≤ θ ≤ ∞ and r > 1p with (1.5).
Sharp lower bounds for λn(S
r
p,∞B(Td), Lq(Td)) obtained in [23] yield the following obser-
vation for Ho¨lder-Nikolskij spaces.
Corollary 7.6. Let 1 < p < q ≤ 2 or 2 ≤ p < q < ∞ and r > 1p is supposed to satisfy (1.5).
Then
̺linn (S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍ λn(Srp,∞B(Td), Lq(Td)) ≍ (n−1 log(µ−1) n)r1−
1
p
+ 1
q (log n)
µ−1
q
holds for all n > 0.
Proof . The upper bound was originally obtained by Dinh Du˜ng in [5]. The lower bound for
linear widths is due to Galeev [16]. In our context the upper bound for ̺linn follows by Theorem
6.6 with the estimate from Lemma 6.1 for the number of function evaluations used by TL,ηm .
The lower bound for λn in the second case was proven recently by Malykhin and Ryutin [23],
see also [16] and [12, Thm. 4.46]. 
Corollary 7.7. Let 1 < p < 2 < q <∞ and r >
{
1
p :
1
p +
1
q ≥ 1,
max{1p , 1− 1q} : 1p + 1q < 1,
fulfilling (1.5). Then
λn(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) = o(̺linn (S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td))),
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or more precisely
λn(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td))  n
−(r1− 1p+ 1q ) . ̺linn (S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td))
holds for all n > 0.
Proof . The bounds for λn(S
r
p,∞B(Td), Lq(Td)) come from [16]. The proof for the (non-sharp)
lower bounds for ̺linn (S
r
p,∞B(Td), Lq(Td)) follow from the univariate situation considered in
[25, Theorem 23]. 
Corollary 7.8. Let 0 < p, θ <∞ (θ =∞) and the smoothness vector r > 1p which is supposed
to satisfy (1.5) be given. Then
̺linn (S
r
p,θF (T
d), L∞(Td)) . (n−1 logµ−1 n)
r1− 1p log(µ−1)(1−
1
p
)+ n
holds for all n > 0.
Proof . The upper bound follows by Theorem 6.4 with the estimate from Lemma 6.1 for the
number of used function evaluations. 
Based on a recent observation of Nguyen in [24, Theorem 2.15] we can state the following
theorem:
Corollary 7.9. Let 1 < p < 2 and r > 1 fulfilling (1.5). Then
λn(S
r
pW (T
d), L∞(Td)) = o(̺linn (S
r
pW (T
d), L∞(Td))),
or more precisely
λn(S
r
pW (T
d), L∞(Td)) ≍ n−(r1−
1
2
)(logµ−1 n)r1  n−(r1−
1
p
)
. ̺linn (S
r
pW (T
d), L∞(Td))
holds for all n > 0.
Proof . The bound for λn(S
r
pW (T
d), L∞(Td)) comes from Theorem C.4. The proof for the
(non-sharp) lower bound for ̺linn (S
r
pW (T
d), L∞(Td)) follows from the univariate situation con-
sidered in [25, Theorem 23]. 
8 Sampling recovery and Gelfand n-widths
The considerations above cover linear algorithms in the classical sense. Last but not least we
consider an extension of this concept, so-called approximation using standard information, cf.
[26, 27]. This means we consider algorithms that are defined as a composition of a linear infor-
mation map and a possibly non-linear reconstruction operator. To avoid further technicalities
we restrict to Banach spaces F that are either Sobolev spaces SrpW (T
d) or Ho¨lder-Nikolskij
spaces Srp,∞B(Td) in this subsection. The non-linear sampling widths were defined in (1.2).
The following relation clearly holds true
̺n(F , Lq(Td) ≤ ̺linn (F , Lq(Td)) .
Therefore (possibly non-sharp) upper bounds for sampling widths are always provided by linear
sampling widths. To consider questions on optimality of these bounds we consider Gelfand
n-widths
cn(F , Lq(Td)) := inf
B: F→Cn
linear
sup
‖f |F ‖≤1
f∈kerB
‖f‖q. (8.1)
Here B denotes a general linear mapping B : F → Cn. This means cn measures the minimal
(over all information mappings) worst case distance of elements in the unit ball of F which
can not be distinguished by the information mapping B. This immediately gives
cn(F , Lq(Td)) . ̺n(F , Lq(Td)).
Note that (8.1) is actually the definition of the nth “Gelfand numbers”, which we call “Gelfand
n-width” here. For a thorough discussion on the relation between Gelfand numbers and suit-
able worst-case errors we refer to the recent paper [9, Rem. 2.3]. Since Gelfand widths for
embeddings id : SrpW (T
d) → Lq(Td) are not studied directly we use a duality relation to
Kolmogorov n-widths, cf. (C.1).
Lemma 8.1. The following duality relation holds true
dn(T : X → Y ) = cn(T ′ : Y ′ → X ′),
where T ′ denotes the adjoint operator of T and X ′, Y ′ the topological dual spaces of X and Y .
Proof . We refer to [28, Theorem 6.2]. 
Corollary 8.2. Let 1 < p, q <∞ and r >

1
2 : 1 < p < q ≤ 2,
1− 1q : p < 2 < q,
(1p − 1q )+ : otherwise,
with
r1 = . . . = rµ < rµ+1 ≤ . . . ≤ rd <∞. (8.2)
Then
cn(S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍ (n−1 logµ−1 n)r1−(min{
1
p
, 1
2
}− 1
q
)+
for all n ∈ N.
Proof . The proof follows by the duality relation stated in Lemma 8.1 and a lifting argument.
The topological dual spaces of SrpW (T
d) and Lq(Td) are the spaces S−rp′ W (T
d) and Lq′(Td)
with 1 = 1p +
1
p′ =
1
q +
1
q′ . Lemma 8.1 yields
cn(S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) = dn(Lq′(Td), S−rp′ W (T
d)).
Finally we show the identity
dn(Lq′(Td), S−rp′ W (T
d)) ≍ dn(Srq′W (Td), Lp′(Td)).
For that reason we consider the lifting operator Ir in D
′(Td) given by
Ir : f =
∑
k∈Zd
f̂(k)eikx 7→
∑
k∈Zd
f̂(k)
( d∏
i=1
(1 + |ki|2)−
ri
2
)
eikx.
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It is easy to check that this is an isometry that maps f ∈ SαpW to Irf ∈ Sα+rp W , α ∈ R with
(Ir)
−1 = I−r. Therefore we may use the commutative diagram,
Lq′(Td) S
−r
p′ W (T
d)
Srq′W (T
d) Lp′(Td)
❄
Ir
✲id1
✲id2
✻
I−r
which allows to describe the operators id1, id2 by
id1 = I−r ◦ id2 ◦ Ir and id2 = Ir ◦ id1 ◦ I−r.
Kolmogorov widths are s-numbers and fulfill a multiplicativity property that yields
dn(id1) = dn(I−r ◦ id2 ◦ Ir) ≤ ‖I−r‖dn(id2)‖Ir‖ ≍ dn(id2)
and
dn(id2) = dn(Lr ◦ id1 ◦ L−r) ≤ ‖Lr‖dn(id1)‖I−r‖ ≍ dn(id1).
Inserting the result from Theorem C.3 finishes the proof. 
Surprisingly, a new result in [23] allows us to prove the following results for Gelfand n-
widths of Ho¨lder spaces Srp,∞B(Td).
Theorem 8.3. Let 1 < p < q <∞ and r with
(1/p − 1/q)+ < r1 = . . . = rµ < rµ+1 ≤ . . . ≤ rd <∞
then
cn(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍

(
logµ−1 n
n
)r− 1
2
+ 1
q
(log n)
µ−1
q : 1p +
1
q < 1, p ≤ 2, r1 > 1− 1q ,(
logµ−1 n
n
)r− 1
p
+ 1
q
(log n)
µ−1
q : 2 ≤ p < q.
Proof . The upper bounds follow from the results for linear widths in [16]. The lower bounds
are new. Malykhin and Ryutin proved in [23] the following bound on Kolmogorov n-widths
for finite dimensional normed spaces ℓMp (ℓ
N
q )
d⌊NM
2
⌋(ℓ
M
∞(ℓ
N
1 ), ℓ
M
1 (ℓ
N
2 )) ≍M. (8.3)
In the first case the technique for the lower bounds on linear widths presented in [16] works
well also for Gelfand n-widths. The discretization stated there yields
cn(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) & 2
u(−r+ 1
2
− 1
q
)
cn(ℓ
uµ−1
∞ (ℓ
2u
2 ), ℓ
uµ−12u
q ).
The duality relation in Lemma 8.1 gives
cn(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) & 2
u(−r+ 1
2
− 1
q
)dn(ℓ
uµ−12u
q′ , ℓ
uµ−1
1 (ℓ
2u
2 )).
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Applying Ho¨lders inequality in finite dimensional spaces ℓMp (ℓ
N
q ) yields the following estimate
cn(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) & 2
u(−r+ 1
2
− 1
q
)
u
−µ−1
q′ dn(ℓ
uµ−1
∞ (ℓ
2u
1 ), ℓ
uµ−1
1 (ℓ
2u
2 )).
Choosing n ≍ uµ−12u then the relation in (8.3) implies
cn(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) & 2
u(−r+ 1
2
− 1
q
)u
µ−1
q ≍
(
logµ−1 n
n
)r− 1
2
+ 1
q
(log n)
µ−1
q .
The second case is obtained by the embedding
S
r−( 1
2
− 1
p
)
2,∞ B(T
d) →֒ Srp,∞B(Td)
together with the result from the first case. 
Corollary 8.4. Let 2 ≤ p < q <∞ and r > 1p fulfilling (1.5). Then
(i)
̺n(S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍ cn(SrpW (Td), Lq(Td)) ≍ ̺linn (SrpW (Td), Lq(Td))
≍ λn(SrpW (Td), Lq(Td)) ≍ (n−1 logµ−1 n)r1−
1
p
+ 1
q ,
(ii)
̺n(S
r
p,∞B(T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍ cn(Srp,∞B(Td), Lq(Td)) ≍ ̺linn (Srp,∞B(Td), Lq(Td))
≍ λn(Srp,∞B(Td), Lq(Td)) ≍ (n−1 logµ−1 n)r1−
1
p
+ 1
q (log
µ−1
q n),
holds for all n ∈ N.
Proof . The proof follows by Theorems 6.3, 6.6, 8.3 and Corollary 8.2. 
Remark 8.5. In the parameter range 2 < p < q < ∞ permitting non-linear reconstruction
operators does not yield better results. Optimal rates can be achieved by completely linear
sampling algorithms.
We obtain the following counterpart of Theorem 7.4 for non-linear sampling.
Corollary 8.6. Let 1 < p < 2 < q < ∞ and r > max{1p , 1 − 1q} fulfilling (1.5). Additionally
let F denote either SrpW (T
d) or Srp,∞B(Td). Then
cn(F , Lq(Td)) = o(̺n(F , Lq(Td))),
or more precisely
cn(F , Lq(Td))  n
−(r1− 1p+ 1q ) . ̺n(F , Lq(Td))
holds for all n ∈ N.
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Proof . The proof can be obtained by following the construction of the lower bound for the
univariate situation in [25], where we recognize that the stronger inequality
̺n(F , Lq(Td)) ≥ inf
(ξk)
n
k=1⊂Td
sup
‖f |F ‖≤1
f(ξk)=0, k=1,...,n
‖f‖q
holds. The estimates for cn(S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) were obtained in Corollary 8.2. For Srp,∞B(Td)
we refer to Theorem 8.3. 
Remark 8.7. As a consequence of the lower bound in Corollary 8.6 for ̺n(F , Lq(Td)), we
obtain that in the parameter range 1 < p < 2 < q < ∞ even linear approximation behaves
significantly better than sampling recovery with a possibly non-linear reconstructing operator.
A Appendix: Tools from Fourier analysis
The following Lemma collects trivial properties of the Fourier transform and Fourier coeffi-
cients, cf. (1.15).
Lemma A.1. Let f ∈ L1(T) with
∑
ℓ∈Z |f̂(ℓ)| <∞. Then
f(·) =
∑
ℓ∈Z
f̂(ℓ)eiℓ·
in C(T).
Lemma A.2 (Poisson summation). Let f ∈ L1(R). Then its periodization
∑
k∈Z f(· + 2πk)
converges absolutely in the norm of L1([−π, π]). Furthermore its formal Fourier series is given
by ∑
k∈Z
f(·+ 2πk) = 1√
2π
∑
ℓ∈Z
Ff(ℓ)eiℓ·
Proof . We refer to [39, p. 252]. 
Definition A.3 (Hardy-Littlewood maximal function). Let f ∈ Lloc1 (Td). Then we define the
Hardy-Littlewood maximal function as
Mf(x) := sup
Q∋x
1
|Q|
∫
Q
|f(x)|dx,
where the Q are cuboids centered in x.
Theorem A.4 (Hardy-Littlewood maximal inequality). Let 1 < p ≤ ∞ and f ∈ Lp(Td).
Then we have
‖Mf |Lp(Td)‖ . ‖f |Lp(Td)‖.
For the following periodic version of the Fefferman-Stein maximal inequality we refer to
[32, Prop. 3.2.4].
Theorem A.5 (Fefferman-Stein maximal inequality). Let 1 < p < ∞, 1 < θ ≤ ∞ and
(fk)k ⊂ Lp(Td, ℓθ). Then we have
‖Mfk|Lp(Td, ℓθ)‖ . ‖fk|Lp(Td, ℓθ)‖.
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The following pointwise bound is proved in [45, Lemma 3.3.1].
Lemma A.6. Let a, b > 0 and
f =
∑
|k|<b
fˆ(k)eikx : x ∈ T
be a univariate trigonometric polynomial with frequencies in [−b, b]. Then there exists a con-
stant C > 0 such that
|∆mh (f, x)| ≤ Cmin{1, |bh|m}max{1, |bh|a}Pb,af(x)
holds.
Lemma A.7. Let a > 0, b > 0 and f ∈ C(T).
(i) If |x− x0| < 1b then
|f(x0)| ≤ 2aPb,af(x)
holds.
(ii) Furthermore let b′ > b > 0. Then
Pb,af(x) ≤
(b′
b
)a
Pb′,af(x).
Proof . The proof is an easy exercise playing with the definition of the Peetre maximal func-
tion. 
B Appendix: Some multi-indexed geometric sums
Lemma B.1. Let r,η ∈ Rd with 0 < r1 = η1 = . . . = rµ = ηµ < rµ+1 ≤ . . . ≤ rd and
r1 < ηs < rs for s = µ+ 1, . . . , d. Then∑
1
η1
η·j>m
2−r·j . mµ−12−r1m
holds for all m ≥ 1.
Proof . We refer to [40, p. 9, Lemma B]. 
Lemma B.2. Let r ∈ Rd with
0 < r1 = . . . = rµ < rµ+1 ≤ . . . ≤ rd <∞
and µ ≤ d. Then ∑
1
r1
r·j≤m
2|j|1 ≍ mµ−12m
holds for all m ≥ 1.
Proof . We refer to [40, p. 10, Lemma D]. 
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C Appendix: Known results on linear and Kolmogorov-widths
Theorem C.1. Let 1 < p <∞, 1 ≤ q <∞ and r > (1/p − 1/q)+ with (1.5) . Then we have
λn(S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍

(
(log n)µ−1
n
)r1−(1/p−1/q)+
: q ≤ 2, or p ≥ 2,(
(log n)µ−1
n
)r1−1/p+1/2
: 1/p + 1/q ≥ 1, q > 2, r > 1/p,(
(log n)µ−1
n
)r1−1/2+1/q
: 1/p + 1/q ≤ 1, p < 2, r > 1− 1/q.
Proof . The case 1 < q <∞ was proven by Galeev[15, 16], see also [13, 14]. The case q = 1 by
Romanyuk [30]. Additionally we refer to [12, Theorem 4.39] and the comments therein. 
Theorem C.2. Let r as in (8.2). Let additionally 1 < p < q ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ θ ≤ ∞ or
2 ≤ p < q <∞ and θ ≥ 2. Then we have
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍
(
(log n)µ−1
n
)r1−1/p−1/q
,
for all n ∈ N.
Proof . The upper bound can be obtained for instance by sampling recovery, cf. Theorem 7.1.
We focus on lower bounds. In case θ ≥ 2 the embedding SrpW (Td) →֒ Srp,θF (Td) yields
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≥ λn(SrpW (Td), Lq(Td))
The results stated in Theorem C.1 provide the correct order. In case θ < p the embedding
Srp,θB(T
d) →֒ Srp,θF (Td) yields
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≥ λn(Srp,θB(Td), Lq(Td)).
This gives the right order in cases 1 < p < q ≤ 2 and 2 ≤ q < p, cf. [29]. Finally for θ ≥ p we
stress on the embedding
Srp,pB(T
d) →֒ Srp,θF (Td)
with
λn(S
r
p,θF (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≥ λn(Srp,pB(Td), Lq(Td)).
This provides the lower bound in case 1 < p < q ≤ 2. We refer again to [29]. 
The following is known for Kolmogorov widths in case of Sobolev spaces SrpW (T
d) defined
by
dn(S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) = inf
A⊂Lq(Td)
dimA≤n
sup
‖f |SrpW (Td)‖≤1
inf
g∈A
‖f − g‖q. (C.1)
Theorem C.3. Let 1 < p, q <∞ and r >
{
(1p − 1q )+ : 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ 2 or 1 ≤ q ≤ p <∞,
max{12 , 1p} : otherwise,
as in (8.2). Then
dn(S
r
pW (T
d), Lq(Td)) ≍ (m−1 logµ−1m)r1−(
1
p
−max{ 1
2
, 1
q
})+ .
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Proof . The proof with every single case has a history of more than 20 years. For an overview
we refer to [12, Section 4.3]. 
Theorem C.4. Let 1 < p ≤ 2 and r > 1 satisfying (8.2). Then
λn(S
r
pW (T
d), L∞(Td)) ≍ n−(r1−
1
2
) log(µ−1)r1 n.
Proof . We refer to [24, Theorem 2.14]. 
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